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A VOICE FOR GAY MEN IN MAINE 
VOL 7 NO ·12 FREE 
. ~ 
~~·~~ . ' . ·. 
~ ~~ ~ For our 7th Birthday Celebration, OUR 
. ~" ~ -PAPER is offering you a present. You can 
~ ~ you or a friend. All we need from you is a 
v n ~ contact. 
~-'~ , Receive a FREE year's subscription by 
~J n · providing us with any of the items below: n' .... ~ --provide us with a potential distribution site that 
~ a~ OUR PAPER can be distributed to each month; 
~ --i:>rovide us with a potential Gay/Lesbian friendly 
.._. ~ advertiser; . 
. --provide us with a contact and telephone number to 
our new Readers Response Line. With this Reader 
Response Line we may contact those on this· list to 
respond to such topics as safe sex,· politics, gender 
issues, discrimination, gay bashing, outing, or what you 
did for your summer vacation. This will be kept strictly 
confidential; or 
--provide us with a contact of a potential Gay or 
Lesbian writer. 
Remember, all we need are contacts 
names and addresses. Fill out the 
Subscription Form in this issue, and 
provide us with your telephone number. 
Contacts will not be valid unless we speak 
to you in person. 
Help us help you. 
INS/BE----------------, 
. ·. Appalachian Trail I Hiker Mor·e Than Halfway Home 
u H p A p f 
Dear OUR PAPER: 
Just want the · residents of 
Waterville, Winslow, Fairfieltl' Area 
who are served by Senator Matthews 
to know a few of his words about the 
"Gay" or "Human Rights Bill." On 
May 31, 1989 he closed his statement 
on the Legislative Record with, "I will 
continue to vote in opposition to this 
Bill and I do have compassion fo r that 
Dear Everybody: 
I just thought you all might like to 
see this so that you can be outraged, 
too. This js my first step in trying to 
start a letter-writing campaign, again 
the B.D.,N. I'd like to see a formal 
apology from J9h!} Day, at least. What 
do you a.11 thjnk? 
Sincerely, 
Jean C. Murphy 
1-
minority group and I pray for their : 
salvation. Thank you." 
This should be remembered m 
November when we select leaders. Do 
we need leaders to pray for our 
salvation or ones that vote for our 
RIGHTS? 
. J an Lightfoot 
There's a gay restaurant on Capitol 
Hill not far away the U.S. Marine 
barracks. Occasionally, some of the 
restaurant patrons attempt to pick up 
the young marines, who often job past 
the place 
The Marines' response'! 
Every few years, they beat up the 
gays and trash the restaurant. It's not 
a very intellectual way of dealing with 
social conflict. But for a while after 
each melee, the gays act a little 
straighter wheµ the Marines j~b past 
their sidewa lk cafe. 
John Day is the NEWS political 
editor. 
\ 
I.\JVe're proud of OUR 
I PAPER, inspired by OUR 
FlEADERS, and indebted 
t ·o OUR ADVERTISERS 
Our Paper 
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104 
PURPOSE 
Our Paper is publi shed monthl y. by the 
Ouir Paper volunteer collecti ve. PO Box 
I 0744.Portl and ME 04 104. -The purpose 
of Our Paper is to serve as a voice fo r 
les bians and gay me!l in Maine. We wish 
the newspaper to be a source of informa-
tioo. support. and affirmation. ang a ve-
hicle fo r ce lebra tion, by and fo r members 
of the lesbian and gay men ·s communities . 
We want the paper to refl ect our di versity 
as well. 
EDITORIAL POLIC Y 
We will consider for publicati on any . 
material that broadens our understanding 
of our li fes tyles and of each other. Views 
and opinions appearing in Our Paper are 
those of the authors onl y. 
We requ.est that all materi al submitted 
be signed and include: an address and/or 
phone number. 
We reserve the right to edit materi al as 
necessary, unless otherwise instructed. 
Within t!"ie pages of Our Paper. ~ rticles 
can appear anonymously. upon request. 
and strict confidenti ality will be observed. 
Editorials appearing in Our Paper 
represent the opinion of the coll e,crive as a 
_WhLOJe. _ 
We welcome and encourage al: .>ur 
readers to submit materi al for publication 
and to share your comments, criti cisms, 
and positive feelings with us. Remember. 
Our Pap.er is Your Paper! 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Subscriptions are $ 12 for one year ( 12 
issues), $20 for two years, and $25 for 
three years. Make checks payable to Our 
Paper. 
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GAY MEN IN MAINE 
SHARE YOUR TALENTS. 
DEVELOP NEW ONES. 
0 u H p. A p ( H 
REMARKS FOR THE CHARLIE HO\JVARD DAY 
by The Reverend Douglas Morgan Stro11g 
Accredited Interim Mi11ister 
11 PARTICIPATING IN OUR OWN OPPRESSION·11 
U11itaria11 U11iversalist Society 
Sacramento, Califomia 
I first met Charlie Howard one 
evening al an INTER WEA VE meeting 
at the Unitarian Church here in 
Bangor. He was a quiet, shy guy who 
would have melted into the wall or 
woodwork if it weren't for one 
thing . . . his appearance. Charlie 
enjoyed clothes and enjoyed dressing 
in , well, what many would probably call 
outrageous dress. I remember my 
immediate reaction Lo seeing him, 
before he ever said a word was intense 
discomfort. He was so swishy, so 
feminine, so outrageous. I was sure I 
didn't like Charlie Howard. 
Charlie represented for me every-
thing I had always heard and hated 
about gay men. With his slight build, 
his effeminate gestures, his gentle, 
sweel voice, he embodied every feat 
and loathing people fell about gay 
men. He fit the stereotype perfectly 
and it made me most uncomforLablc. 
Somehow I wanted all gay men and 
lesbians, too, to blend in with general 
society, . to be unnoticed, unobtrusive 
and most cert-t'linly unrecognized. 
Somehow, I fell that · the only way 
lesbians and gay men would even be 
tolerated in society would be if we 
always remained meek and quiet. 
I avoided Charlie for most of the 
meeting. I really didn't want lo gel lo 
know him feeling convinced that he 
and I would have very_ liule in 
common. I did meet him and instantly 
liked him. I found behind the fluff and 
gaiety a caring, wondrous man who had 
much to teach me. I found Charlie to 
me a man filled with dreams, and 
hopes, and struggles and pains. I also 
discovered in the many conversations I 
· had . with him that he possessed a 
genuine understanding, appreciation 
and comfort with who he was as a 
man, as a gay man, as an expanding 
and growing man. And more import-
ant for me, I learned from Charlie 
Howard a lot about diversity, 
acceptance and self dignity. 
Charlie's life in Bangor was not 
filled with bounding joy. He was often 
the focal point for people's discomfort 
with gayness. Sometimes I would be 
shocked at how inhumane people could 
be towards him. One afternoon he was 
in Doug's Stop and Shop when a 
woman verbally attacked him . She told 
/:\ Maine Lesbian/Gay 
I ¥ ,Political Alliance 
- ----~-- - -
M · L · .G · P · .A. 
Working for Change .. 
Working for YOU .!!! 
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance is a statewide, nonpartisan 
organization formed to educate the general public, politicians, and the 
media concerning lesbian and gay issues. Our primary goals are to: 
involve the lesbian and gay community in Maine's political process, 
promote civil rights in Maine,. develop and review legislation, endorse 
candidates, build coalitions, and network with state and national human 
rights organizations. 
Membership is open to all individuals, organizations and businesses 
dedicated to the pursuit of civil rights for all people. It also offers you 
the opportunity to meet new and diverse people, and have fun at a variety 
of social events. 
Please clip and send the coupon for more information about this 




City: State: __ Zip:. _____ _ 
Phone: Day: Evening: _______ _ 
ML/GPA - P.O. Box 232 - Hallowell - Maine -- 04347 
him "You are disgusting and an insult". 
Pointing a righteous, condescending 
finger at him, she screamed at him for 
what seemed like hours. Right there in 
the check out line, she went on and on 
about what a terrible person he was, 
how she didn't want her children to see 
him, how he ought to know better, 
dress better. 
"I could wear dumb, 
dull clothes and sneak 
through life but then I 
would lose part of 
who I am. I can't 
participate in my own 
oppression, even if 
that means things can 
be ugly at times." 
Cloaked in her own assuredness 
that she' was right, she lashed out 
attacking him viciously. People stood 
by watching. Charlie listened without 
comment. Finally he stood tall, and in 
an exaggerated motion flipped his pink 
boa over his shoulder, blew her a big 
kiss, waltzed to the door and left with 
much pomp and elegance. 
He told me later he was so terrified 
inside that he didn't know if he would 
make it home without becoming ill. It 
was then that I asked him about his 
dress and whether or not he felt it may 
be in his best interest to mellow a bit 
so as to blend more easily into society. 
My thoughts being that perhaps a more 
bland outfit would ease public reaction. 
He looked at me with careful eyes, 
gently took my arm and said, "Doug, 
sure I could do that. I could wear 
dumb, dull clothes and sneak through 
life but then I would lose part of who 
I am. I can't participate in my own 
oppression, even if that mean things 
can be ugly at times." 
I can't participate in my own 
oppression. It was a powerful 
statement for a man half my age to tell 
me. The following week Charlie's cal 
was killed and strung up in his door 
yard -an act which no doubt brought 
gales of laughter to the people who did 
it. Charlie was · deeply hurt by that 
violent act. Yet he wouldn't change, 
because he couldn't change .. . he was 
who he was. 
As we all know, who Charlie 
Howard was, ultimately gave license to 
three young men who were driving to 
a party one Saturday evening, to stop 
their car, leave their girl friends inside, 
chase Charlie, who tripped on the curb, 
beat him and throw him into the river, 
even though he screamed he was a 
non-swimmer. One of the young men, 
according to the Bangor police report, 
commented later that night at 'the party 
they ended up at that "We jumped a 
faggot, beat the shit out of him and 
threw nim into the river". 
I have thought much about Charlie 
and what happened to the three young 
boys who felt totally justified and 
compelled to attack, beat and murder 
someone simply because he was 
different than they are. Because he 
dressed differently, acted differently, 
looked differently. As we all know 
Charlie Howard was not the first gay 
man or lesbian to be attacked, nor 
shall he be the last. Charlie Howard 
wanted nothing more than anyone else 
in society, he demanded no special 
attention, required no special 
privileges. He just wanted to be part 
of this community he selected to join. 
Charlie Howard was not a crusader, 
was not a political animal, was not a 
protester. He only wanted to be one 
more person choosing to call Bangor 
his home. 
continued on page 10 
LONG TIME COMPANION July 27 - Aug. 2 
POSITIVE July 31 - Aug. 2 
TOO BEAUTIFUL FOR YOU Aug. 3 - 9 
LOVE AT LARGE Aug. 7 - 9 
TIE ME UP! TIE ME DOWN! Aug. 10 - 16 
FOR ALL MANKIND Aug. 17 - 20 
SOLARIS Aug. 21 - 23 
LAST EXIT TO BROOKLYN Aug. 24- 30 
STRAPLESS Aug. 28 - 30 
CINEMA PARADISO Aug. 31 - Sept. 6 
MONSIEUR HIRE Au_g. 31 - Sept. 6 
Waterville CliRIL'R.._OA.l),Sq.JI\JtE C,INEM.t\ 873-6526 
' i:t···liiii.xt#jqt • 
"REMARKABLE!" 
- David Ansen. NEWSWH K Maouine 
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Anti-Gay Violence in Portland Update 
by Paul B. Duff_ 
As of this writing, the Portland police 
have apprehended the primary suspect in 
the June 17th gay-r~Jate~ .~ashing in 
Po'rtland's Lincoln Park .. · Tqe charges 
which face the man are yet t6 be"decided, 
but, as a recently parolled inmate, he is 
being held without bail. At least three 
other men may face charges in the 
incident but have not been detained due 
to the "limited" nature of their 
involvement. The delay in the man's 
arrest was due primarily to 
misinformation provided by the young 
woman who was with the man at the 
time of the incident. 
It is unclear when or if the case will 
come to trial due to the man's parole 
status. As a parole violation, the 
incident may carry an automatic penalty. 
The victims' of the assault have mi xed 
feelings ' about a trial -- they are wiling 
to endure the long and complicated trial 
process if it would provide public 
recognition of the incident. 
Though neither I nor the paper have 
received any direct feedback from the 
police department, it has come to my 
attention that some members of the 
department felt my article in last 
month's "Our Paper" misrepresented the 
incident and the police's efforts to 
resolve it. The article was written with 
the most current information that the 
police)had·released to tbe 'victiths -- at 
the time, it was taking up to four days 
· for the department to respond to phone 
inquiries and I feft it important to 
' 
inform the lesbian/gay community as 
soon as possible. The victims, and 
therefore myself, were not told that 
access to the information · on , the 
attacker.. was being limited because there 
was uncertainty as to their identities. 
The police did little to relieve the mental 
anxiety of the victims at the time, 
though it is clear that they worked 
diligently and carefully to apprehend 
those responsible. Unfortunately, 
timely communication is a luxury often 
prevented by overworked officers and 
advocates, and legal red tape. Changes 
in l~ws and procedures concerning 
release of information, including that on 
victims of violent crime, and 
improvements in numbers of law 
enforcement and victim advocacy staffers 
will only occur if the standing laws and 
procedures and staffing quot~ are found 
inadequate. In the process of writing on 
this incident I have come to realize that I 
and many others in the community are 
very uninformed in terms of legal rights 
and procedures. In an attempt to remedy 
this and open a working relationship 
with the police, I hope to spend the next 
few months interviewing members of 
the law enforcement, legal and judicial 
systems. I feel very strongly that a 
good relationship with the police is 
important and · ·possible . .' ·An 
understanding of tbeit limitations and 
frustrations may empower us as a 
community to help them help us. 
have been at least four new incidents of 
anti .. gay violence in Portland in July. A 
gay man was mugged on Congress St. 
after refusing to surrender money to bis' 
attackers, two gay men were assaulted in 
their yard in the West end by men 
throwing bottles and verbal slurs, two 
gay men were similarly · assaulted in 
their car on the Eastern Prom and then 
followed around the city, and gay men 
were physically and verbally assaulted in 
front of the Limelight. Of note is that 
though the police were present at two of 
the incidents --NO reports were filed in 
any ,of the four cases. The mugging and 
the harrassment on the Eastern Prom 
went unreported due to the victims' fear 
of involving the police-- fear that they 
wouldn't be taken seriously or that their 
report would get them into deeper 
troulble . In both the West end and the 
Limelight incidents the police were 
summoned and then discouraged the 
victims from filing a report. The police 
convinced the victims that they were ok 
and a report was a lengthy and 
unneccessary hassle. Dennis, one of the 
victims of the June 17th incident, was 
present at the Limelight and as be tried 
to e1ocourage the victims to file a report 
was told "shut-up, move away, this is 
none of your business." Dennis reports 
that" is the attacke left1the 'scene he said 
he1d be' backwith friends next time. 
Of note on this topic is an article in 
the July 6-12 issue of The Boston 
Phoenix entitled ,"Mad as hell: And not 
going to take it anymore" . The article 
deals with the Boston 'gay 'co'mmunity's 
response to tµe 300 per cent increase in 
anti~gay violence irl Bos.ton ·this year. 
The community realized that no one w~ 
fighting back, even in self-defense. The 
community's response bas included 
education on self-defense and legal 
rights. People are encouraged to carry a 
means of defense ranging from car keys 
to mace and classes on self-defense are 
being established. Fight back! is the 
sound of gay voices in Boston and the 
establishment of a: chapter of th'e 
militant "Q~eer Nation" in Boston is 
imminent. "Queers Bash Back" is Queer 
Nation's slogan which may become 
tbe"silence = death" of the 90~s as the 
group brancpes out from its New York 
roots and establishes headquarters in 
other major cities. 
We in Maine are quickly becoming 
aware that our position.here is far from 
secure and soon we will need a more 
militant stance against the violence in 
our state. Right now we must do what 
we can -- if you are verbally or 
physically assaulted, REPORT IT, We 
are all worth the "time it takes to record 
an incident -- if anyone tries to tell you 
it's not worth the effort, they're wrong. 
Take it personally!! The person who 
barrasses you today may kill me 
tomorow -- and I take that very 
personally. .-
It has come to my attention that there 
--~~~_;,~~~~~~~~~~---::~ 
Roberta S. Kuriloff 
Attomey-at-faw . 
In Practice since 1976 
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General Practice of La,iv, including: 
• Family Matters/Divorce/Consumer 
• Real Estate/Personal Injury 
• Relationship Agreements 
•• MASSAGE THERAPY 
CHERYL ANN LACASSE 
Certified Massage Therapist 
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Across From The Boston Public Library 
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Sweet Honey In The Rock 
Linda Tillery 
Adr.ienne Torf 
Two Nice Girls 
The Washington Sisters 
Karen Williams 
f A p I R 
THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW 
STARTING FROM SCRATCH - SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED 
- ) . 
by Hc_:,lly v~,e~c_:, ,.; .. ,-
• • -. ~ l ~ ~ J 
I recently wat<;:h~d the ~.O.V. [Point 
Of View] Documentary series concern-
ing a man's transsexual journey to 
womanhood. Women throughout the 
hour-long production responded in a 
variety of ways. Some could not 
believe this man was serious. Others 
seemed to think it was about time. 
Still others noticed how this man was 
attempting to take on all the female 
stereotypical traits that they had been 
struggling to rid themselves· of for 
years; how to balance vulnerability with 
independence. How to be self-sustain-
ing yet nurturing. How to appear 
feminine while using societal. standards 
that are, on one hand, obviously 
obsolete yet, on the other hand, 
unquestioned. 
"How long would high 
'heels remain · in 
fashion if men wore 
them?" 
. .. 
How long would high heels-;cmain 
in fashion if men wore them? Leg 
irons are more comfortable. Most 
women's clothing is excessively 
restrictive. Once you decide to wear a 
skirt and heels, you have to re_learn all 
the basics. Walking, stairs, bending, 
getting in and out of cars; and picking 
things off the floor. Anything less than 
a $20 may not even be worth it. 
Everyone knows how ridiculous this is 
and yet no one says a word. Why? 
As we watched the transformation 
of "Garry" into "Gabi," the announcer 
explained the condition occurring when 
individuals identify with the opposite 
gender. These individuals cannot live 
in peace with themselves; yet offer 
themselves up as prime targets for 
********:*.*********• ii- · - - .A,,ai-Q • 
* *-Y,,t ~ "~* : 
: h \ i. 
-..L \\,C g:Jitf :ie 
~ t 1 .• t ~~l •:r • 
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-+c Tarot Card Readm~s -tl 
-+c • 
• Do You Wish To Know?: iC 
1( - What the year will bring you?; • 
i( Why your lover acts strange?; i( 
,+c Why you are unlucky?; ,+c 
i( How soori will you make a change?; or i( . 
i( What you are best adapted fo r' ,+c· 
~ Let The Stars GUIDE You t 
-+c Through Love & Business -+c 
~ -+c ,+c Pl an now for upcorni ng events. i( 
~ Available for special events i(. r and social gather i ngs. ~ 
"?' Call for an appointment: "?' 
-+c 783-2723 -+c ii • 
ii Open Daily 9.a m - 9pm ~ 
i' 34 Center Street Auburn, Maine * 
******************. 
bible~thumping fundamentalists, close-
111inded families or · friends, and 
unsympathetic employers if they 
attempt to alter their lives by altering 
their bodies. 
"One of my goals for 
this year was to try 
and decide -whether or 
not I wanted to be a 
woman, and what that 
meant." 
One of my goals for this year was 
to try and decide whether or not I 
wanted to be a woman, and what that 
meant. In this society men lead better 
lives. They often hav.e better jobs and 
make more money, thanks to archaic 
beliefs such as: i he man brings home 
the paycheck, and must support his 
wife and kids on that paycheck. Tell 
that to all the single mothers who are 
trying to ho_ld the.¥· ,famil~~P togelher. , 
on one paycheck -a smaller paycheck 
at that - while they wait for a child 
support payment that may or may not 
arrive. Men are sexually unencumber-
ed by the true realities of pregnancy. 
I'm sure there are men who would say 
this is unfair . . . that they" are very 
responsible. To those men I apologize. 
But let's -face facts. Men are still 
raised with the concept that sex equals 
short-term fun, while women are told 
sex equals long-term responsibility. To 
the casual observer, being a ..yoman 
meant coming in second. For this I 
was supposed to be happy? 
I've been bombarded by hetero-
sexual beliefs and images for 27 years. 
During twelve years of school it was 
not unusual to be told that girls didn't 
have the mind for math or history or 
anything heavier than home-ec; that my · 
. career options were limited to 
stewardess, secretary, English teacher, 
or mom; that girls were too weak for 
sports; that I should try harder to bi ; 
pretty or no one would "want" me -or, 
my favorite, "take" me. 
Being a woman meant defending an 
ego constantly under attack. As a 
lesbian, ·however, my ego was undevel-
oped, malnourished, and hidden. 
My mother and I have always been 
best" of friends. One evening, however, 
we got into one of those discussions 
that followed a public television special 
on "homosexuality." 
We both felt that the majority of 
humankind, unencumbered by societal 
pressures, would find themselves to be 
more bi-sexual, though most people 
would probably focus on one gender or 
the other. I made the mistake of 
saying, "well, if I ·had to choose, the 
choice would be obvious." 
"And that choice would be . . . ?" 
she asked with a smile. 
"Well... .... ............. women," I said. 
The word had come out of my mouth 
in the form of whisper. Quick as a 
bolt of lightning. As if I had just 
confessed to killing someone. 
"So you're telling me you're a 
LESBIAN," my mother replied. 
"Uh ......... ... ..... .. .. yeah." 
I couldn't even say the word. Worse 
yet, I had forced my mother, the 
pinnacle of heterosexual femininity 
--role model for every decent young 
woman - to say the word "lesbian." 
Inside I was cringing, waiting for the 
hand of God to blow me apart with a 
plague of locusts, or a one-way ticket 
to Hell. My heart was pounding, I was 
sweating profusely, my eyes were 
darting around the room, attempting to 
avoid looking her dead on. 
"I never once met a 
pregnant woman who 
ever confessed that 
she was 'hoping for a 
girl'." 
"That's a very interesting decision 
. . . " she said. Her voice carried all the 
weight of "big deal". That was the end 
of the discussion. I was twenty years 
old -clinging to the stone face of the 
mountain and dropping my blender. 
I'll never forget that sense of terror. 
All because I told my mother a little 
bit about myself. Of course, she didn't 
say anything positive about it, either. 
It was an "interesting decision." That 
covers a lot of ground. H i-jacking 
airplanes is also an interesting decision. 
At the time, I was too occupied with 
the fact that she hadn't had that heart-
attack that everyone always tells you 
will follow confessions of Lhis sort. 
Still, she didn't sound awful supportive. 
She didn 't wipe a tear from her eye 
and add, "I'll cherish this moment 
forever!" What next? I had already 
confessed to being a lesbian. Couldn't .., 
- ... "". ' 
take -tiiat back. I Of cours
0
e, if I never · 
actually ·acte-d upon this de.sire, I could 
maybe redeem myself after a few years. 
Like getting points off your driver's 
license. Yeah. 
ft didn't work. I CAN'T STAND 
the bull shit that women are taught. 
· "Men receive an equally dehumanizing 
education. But we happily recycle it 
all -men and women alike. I have no 
problem with being a woman. The 
problem rests with societal prejudices 
inbred down to- the very DNA of its 
citizens. Those prejudices that 
masquerade as tradition. We are born 
into a web of lies, hatred, and fear. Or 
as the new lingo of the 90's would put 
it; misdirected information, individual 
differentiated viewpoints, and basic 
reactionary urges. We are taught to 
immediately sever any and all ties with · 
. anyone straying from the accepted 
majority view. · These ties must be 
severed by the group as a whole, 
however. That way no one can be 
expected to assume any re~ponsibility 
for his or her actions. Ever. 
,_ " To t .h.e ·, n ca s-a~i-"1 '. ,' 
observer, being a 
wo~an meant coming 
in second. For this I · 
was supposed to be 
happy?" 
I never once met a pregnant woman 
who ever - confessed that she was 
"hoping for a girl." The best I got was 
"hoping for a boy, but would take 
anything as long as it was- healthy." 
Anything? That's how we womett 
define ourselves? Why? 
Andrew "Dice" Clay draws standing- -
room-only crowd& with a routine that 
degrades, attacks, and abuses women 
from every perspective he can dream 
up. - Crowds of predominantly-white 
men are so stirred up by the act that 
they jump up and down, waving their 
fists. Women try to -sit up close, for 
the opportunity of being a personal 
target. Diane Sawyer just beams as 
she interviews the . man whose one 
claim to fame is to have said "suck my 
d.ick" on TV. Why? C'mon, Diane, get 
with the program. I could have given 
her the names and addresses of one 
hundred guys in my graduating class 
who are equally artistic. 
Well, I am definit ely a woman. I 
may not fit in with heterosexual women 
or even lesbians. Or anyone in the 
· long run. Not everybody fits in. I 
decided to stop trying to fit in. I 
decided to try and fit in with myself. 
Maybe I'll write a book. Chapter one: 
get a pint of Ben & Jerry's, a glass of 
ice water, a pad of paper, a black 
]llagic marker and write your own 
personal ad. 





The Maine , .l-tealth 
Foundation 
The Maine Health Foundation, 
a non-profit fund raising group for 
people living with AIDS in Maine, is 
looking for volunteers to serve on its 
Board of Trustees. Key officer positions 
are also open, and individuals with 
administrative and organizational skills 
are encouraged to apply. 
The Maine Health Foundation 
has grown tremendously since its 
inception in 1983. In that first year 
there were no known cases of AIDS in 
Maine. Today, the Maine Health 
Foundation proyides financial assistance 
to over 60 Mainers who demonstrate 
financial need. Because of this, 
volunteers are needed to serve on the 
Board who have the interest, creativity, 
and energy to raise money for a growing 
population in our state. 
If the Maine Health Foundation 
is to continue its work into the future, 
they must have your support. If this 
challenge appeals to your sense of 
purpose and answers the question "What 
can I do?" for you, contact the Maine 
Health Foundation at (207) 772-2717 .• 
REFORM JUDAISM 
ACCEPTS OPEN LESBIAN 
AND GAY RABBIS 
On June 25, 1990, Reform .I udaism, 
one of four distinct branches of the 
ancient Jewish faith, became one of 
only a handful of religious bodies to 
admit open lesbians and gay _men into 
WOODFORDS \ ~ 
c~f 
its rabbinate. 
Two small groups that currently 
admit homosexual clergy as a matter 
of national policy are Reconstruc-
tionist Judaism and Unitarian 
Universalism. 
In a major statement on Reform 
Jewish policy, The Central Conference 
of American Rabbis ( CCAR) l::ndorsed 
the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee 
on Homosexuality and the Rabbinate 
at its lOlst annual meeting in Seattle. 
After an overwhelming affirmative 
voice vote at the convention, over 500 
rabbis in attendance gave a standing 
ovation to the committee members for 
their. work in developing the report. 
The following statement is 
excerpted directly from the June 25 
CCAR report: 
All human beings are created in 
the divine image. Their person-
hood must therefore be accord-
ed with full dignity. Sexual 
orientation is irrelevant to the 
human worth Qf a person. 
Therefore, the Reform Move-
. ment has support vigorously all 
efforts to eliminate discrimi-
nation in housing and employ-
ment. The Committee unequi-
vocally condemns verbal and 
physical a,buse against gay men 
and lesbian women or those 
perceived to be gay or lesbian. 
We reject any implication that 
AIDS can be understood as 
God's punishment of homo-
sexuals. We applaud the fine 
work of the gay and lesbian out-
reach synagogues, and we, along 
, with the Union of American 
Hebrew Congregations, call 
upon rabbis and congregations 
to treat with respect and to 
integrate fully all Jews into the 
life of the community regardless 
of sexual oriPntation . . 
The state of Maine, home to an 
estimated 8000 Jews, · currently has 
thirteen synagogues, lwo of which are 
Reform. They are Temple Beth El 
(House of God) in Augusta and 
· Congregation Bet Ha'am (House of 
the People) in South Portland. 
In addition, Southern Maine has 
Am Chofshi (A Free People), a 
monthly group for Jewish lesbians, gay 
men, bisexuals and their partners tsee 
OUR PAPER's listings under "Maine 
Community Network"). (Bob Gordon) 
THEATRE PRODUCTION TO 
BENEFIT AIDS PROJECT 
PORTLAND, ME, July 12, 1990 -
The- Maine premiere of "Dr. Antoni-
oni's Imaginary Disease," a one-man 
satire on modern medicine, will be 
presented on September 22 and 23 al 
the Performing Arts Center in Port-
land. The play, which will benefit le 
AIDS Project, is being sponsored y 
the medical staff of the Osteopath c 
Hospital of Maine (OHM) in Portia d, 
with support from the Maine osl o-
pathic Association and the University 
of New England College of Osteo-
pathic Medicine (UNECOM). 
"Dr. Antonioni's Imaginary Disease" 
may be the world's first AIDS comedy. 
Actor and playwright Mike Chappelle 
/ tells about a new disease he's invented 
and his reasons for inventing it. 
A!Lhough he never refers to it by 
name, it's clear that he's talking about 
AIDS. But before the startling facts 
are revealed, however, he provides a 
brief history of medicine that attempts 
Lo take some of the mystique out of 
the profession. After challenging, 
baffling, and angering the audience 
with his skillfull¥ pr,esented ideas, he 
c,oncludes the performance with a 
question and answer session. 
Charles Perakis, 0 .0., a member 
of the medical staff at OHM with a 
private family practice in Scarborough, 
first became aware of the play on 
national public radio. "It caught my 
interest," he said, "because much of 
what the playwright was saying was 
truthful, based on my experience. The 
play deals with ethical issues that are 
faced everyday in the practice of 
medicine." 
Dr. Perakis hopes that the 
performance will create an opportunity 
for dialogue between the medical 
profession and the public. 
The play will be performed at 8:00 
p.m. on Saturday, September 22, and 
2:00 p.m. on Sunday, September 23. 
Tickets will be on sale August 20 at the 
PP AC box office, the marketing 
department at the Osteopathic 
Hospital, and UNECOM's Office of 
Students Affairs. Ticket price is $8.00; 
$5.00 for students with identification. 
For more information, please call 
1the Marketing Department al 
Osteopathic Hospital, 879-8035. 
· D r207J -1-12-7 061 · 
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BUYING? SELLING? DREAMING? 
Person to Person Real Estate Visits to Your 
Home Anywhere in Maine to Discuss 
Your Real Estate Needs. 
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Appalachian Trail 
Hiker More Than 
Halfway Home 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support 
Services (MASS) is happy to announce 
that Paul Fuller, the antique dealer and 
owner of Aaron and Hannah Parker 
Antiques, Route 1, Wiscasset, who is 
walking the Appalachian Trail as a fund-
raiser is more than halfway through his 
journey. Mr. Fuller left Maine on April 
8, for Atlanta Georgia where he met at 
theE rport by representatives from AID 
Atlanta (an Atlanta based AIDS 
organization). The next day, April 9, 
Paul was taken to the base of the 
Appalachian Trail where he began his 
trek. 
This year more than 1,000 
people have started walking the 
Appalachian Trail, but only about 10% 
of those who began will actually 
complete the journey. Mr. Fuller 
planned to walk 12 to 15 miles per day, 
but has been able to walk 15 to 18 
miles per day. Consequently, he is 
running ahead of his schedule. At the 
time of his departure, Paul expected to 
complete the trail around the beginning 
of September, now he should complete 
the trail by mid-AugusL 
People from California, Texas, 
Colorado, Massachusetts, Virginia, 
Washington DC, and Louisiana as well 
as over 150 people from Maine have 
pledged over $16,000 to Merrymeeting 
AIDS Support Services for this fund-
raiser. MASS would like to raise an 
additional $8,500 to reach its goal of 
$25,000. If anyone would like to 
pledge, they may contact Merrymeeting 
AIDS Support Services at PO Box 57, 
Brunswick Maine 04011, or call (207) 
725-4955 for more infonnation. 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support 
Services is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to providing educational and 
support programs to the greater Bath-
Brunswick area. MASS also runs a 
Buddy Program for the state of Maine. 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services 
is an agency of the United Way of Mid-
Coast Maine. 
Improvisational Cuisine 






RIGHTS LAW SPARED 
BALLOT CHALLENGE 
The state supreme court has ruled 
that the Massachusetts Gay Civil 
Rights Law will not be subject to 
referendum on the November, 1990 
ballot. On July 5, the massachusetls 
Supreme Court ruled that the law was 
ineligible for the referendum process, 
because of an amendment to the law 
which exempts religious organizations. 
Attorney General Jim Shannon ruled 
last December that a referendum 
would be unconstitutional; his ruling 
was challenged, brought before the 
Supreme Court, and upheld today by a 
5-2 vote. 
The Massachusetts Gay and Les-
bian Civi l Rights Bill was signed into 
law by Governor Michael Dukakis on 
November 15, 1989, after a seventeen 
year struggle. The day after the 
signing, a group called "Citizens for 
Family First, began a campaign to 
repeal the law. CFF gathered over 
60,000 signatures, partly through 
disseminating misinformation about the 
nature of the law and about gay people 
in genera l. Their campaign was effect-
ively put to an end ~ith the court 
ruling. 
"Knowing that the Massachusetts 
Gay Civi l Rights Law is secure will be 
a tremendous boost for the national 
gay rights movements", says David 
Lafountaine of the Coalition for Les-
bian and Gay Civil Rights. "The 
permanence of the law in this state will 
provide energy and inspiration to 
activists in over a dozen states around 
the nation who are at crossroads in 
their own struggles to pass civil rights 
legislation." 
Although Massachusetts gay acti-
vists are relieved to be spared the great 
expense of a ballot question, many 
were confident that the voters would 
have voiced strong support for gay 
rights. A poll taken just after the bill 
was signed last fall showed 70% of 
Massachusetts votes supported the new 
law, with only 21 % opposed. The 
Massachusetts Coalition for Lesbian 
and Gay Civil Rights orchestrated a 
high-visibility campaign to win passage 
of the bill. The campaign included 
constant outreach to the mainstream 
media as well as a number of large 
rallies and demonstration, the purpose 
0 . U H 
of which was to bring the issue of gay 
rights to literally millions of people in 
Massachusetts. 
"The gay rights movement and the 
perception of gay people in this state 
has changed because of the battles for 
the bill which have raged over the last 
few years," says Andrew Held, a lobby-
ist for the Coalition for Lesbian and 
Gay Civil Rights. "We have establish-
ed a permanent, intensely visible 
prnsence in Massachusetts politics. 
The power we have brought out into 
the open cannot be roHed back in this 
or any year." 
ROTC DROPPED 
Pitzer College, a private libera l-arts 
school in Claremont, California, expell-
ed Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
(ROTC) units from campus as a 
protest against a military policy that 
forbids enlistment of gay service 
personnel. 
The school said the expulsion 
makes it the first college in the country 
to remove ROTC units from campus 
as a protest against the federal policy. 
The removal will take effect in fall 
1991. ("The ADVOCATE") 
"DIVERSITY" REQUIRED 
STATE COLLEGE, PA - The 
Pei;msylvania State University will 
require all students earning bachelor's 
degrees to take courses meeting speci-
fic "diversity" requirements. The 
courses will either focus on or include 
topics of sexual orientation, race, 
gender, ethnicity, religion, or global 
interdependence. 
Beginning next year, the more than 
40,000 students at the university will 
need to take either one "diversity 
focused" course relating specifically to 
the above categories or four "diversity 
enhanced" courses with at least 25 
percent of course time devoted to 
those topics. 17ze Pe1111 State alumni 
magazine reported that few opposed 
the new requirement and the measure 
was easily passed with little debate by 
the Faculty Senate in March. 
The university, however, continues 
to oppose adding sexual orientation to 
its non-discrimination policy. ("The 
Washington BLADE") 
HEALTH INSURANCE WITH A DIFFERENCE 
If you're self-employed or paying for your own insurance, enjoy: 
1 • 100% COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE (of usual & customary ch.:rges after applicable deductible) 
• StO million l111t1m1 llmlt, St 11llllon limit per Injury er 1lckam 
• 24·Hour, Worldwide Coverau 
• LOW GROUP RATES and additional benefits like discounts on 
eyewear, AT&T Long Distance, travel services and more. 
Don't settle for Inadequate coverage, or heavy rate lncrems; 
This coverage is available through membership in USA for Health Care. 
aud is underwriuen by National Heallh Insurance Company. a 67 yr. old 
.. A .. raled company. 
USlir 
United Service Association 
For Health Care 
Call JOSEPH V. FAZIO (207) 773-1292 
p -A 
STUDY IDENTIFIES GROUP 
AT-RISK OF UNSAFE SEX 
six percent of the'.me~ had slipped into 
unsafe sex at least once during the first 
six-month period of the study, more 
than 14 percent of those 25 years old 
or less did so. 
Thr gay men who are most likely to 
abandon their safe sex practices on 
occ?sion are usually in their twenties 
ancf heavy users of alcohol. But even 
men who don't fit these categories still 
revert to unsafe sex in significant 
numbers. Their reasons? Love, sexual 
excitement, and no condoms. 
"Being young and not having a 
primary partner contributes to relapse," 
noted a study of more than 3,000 gay 
and bisexual men. While an average of 
A study of more than 1,000 gay and 
bisexual men through the University ~f 
Pittsburgh found that those who "either 
use drugs or drink heavily significantly 
increase" their inclination to engage in 
unsafe sex. Heavy drinkers were 39 
percent more likely to become infected 
with HIV than the moderate to non-
drinkers. 
continued on page 8 
The finalists in the 50 to 60 age group strut their stuff in Physique '90. 






Ogunquit Gourmet Dinner 
Fall Kconcbuokport lOK Run and Brunch 
Runner Registration: 10 a.m. 
Brunch to [ollow the rdcc 
Two Stcppin' For AIDS Benefit Dance 
Gn:at Pumpkin Masquerade Ball 
Soocst.a Hotel, Portland 
Scoood Annual Sophisticated Ladies 
DON'T FORGET!!! Every Friday at Raven's: Portland ... 1WO STEPPIN' 
FRIDAYS ... Expert Instruction Available Early! Voluntary donation to the 
Maine Health Foundation PWA Financia~Assistance Fund. 
Persons wishing to donate time, energy, money, or services for any of the above euents are 
mr.ouraged to call 967-0787 for further information. Tirketsforany oftheaboveeuents are 
usually availabk one month prior to the euent and may be obtained uy calling 967-0787. 
::. ,r.1 ·1 
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D u R 
GLOBAL GAYZETTE 
, 
The reasons men revetted back to 
unsafe sex differed depending on 
whether they were in monogamous 
relationships, nonmonogamous rela-
tionships, or no relationships al all. 
For those in monogamous relation-
ships, the unsafe sex was usually 
attributed to the men's being "in love" 
with their sexual partner; for the men 
who were not in relationships, the 
reason was they were se>mally "turned 
on." Men in non-monogamous rela-
tionships said they used unsafe sex 
when they were sexually "turned on" or 
when their sexual partners "wanted" 
them to engage in unsafe sex. 
A study of more than 400 men by 
the Minnesota Department of Health 
found that men who have sex with 
other men but identify themselves as 
either "bisexual" or "heterosexual" tend 
to revert to unsafe sex more frequently 
than those who identify themselves as 
being · "gay." ("The Washington 
BLADE") 
MONUMENT UNVEILED 
ITALY. This country's first 
monument to gays murdered by the 
Nazis was unveiled April 25 in 
Bologna. It is only the third such 
monument in the world; the other two 
are in the Netherlands. ln attendance 
at the unveiling was the mayor, the 
German consul to Bologna, two Italian 
MPs, representatives of anti-fascist 
organizational and leaders of Arci Gay, 
Italy's national gay federation . 
("Chicago Outlines") 
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 
10 am til 5 pm 
CONNECTICUT PASSES 
HATE- CRIMES BILL 
HARTFORD, CT - Governor 
William O'Neill signed into law May 
18 an act which increased penalties for 
crimes motivated by a victim's sexual 
orientation, race, religion, or ethnicity. 
Connecticut joins the federal govern-
ment and a growing number of states 
and smaller jurisdictions in adopting 
measures to compile statistics on or 
enforcing stronger penalties for hale-
motivated crimes. 
The bill passed the House of 
Representatives in a vote of 110 to 33 
following the defeat of an amendment 
which would have removed sexual 
orientation from the bill. The Senate 
then passed the measure by a vote of 
28 to 7 with one abstention. ("The 
Washington BLADE" 
WEDDING BELLS RING 
IN DENMARK 
DENMARK: Almost 1,700 gay or 
lesbian marriages have taken place 
since gay "registered partnerships" were 
legalized here last October 1, according 
to the latest government statistics. 
That works out to one our of every five 
Danish weddings occurring among gays . 
or lesbians. ("Chicago OUTLINES") 
438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841 207/596-0040 
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TtlE STRAIGHT AND NARROW 
contiJrwed from page 5 
WHAT?!! You heard me. Write a 
personal ad. Check Casco Bay Weekly 
or the Village Voice for current 
abbreviations and basic format 
procedures. I'm not saying that you 
should mail it. I'm saying that you 
shoUtld write it. It's a wonderful test to 
see just how aware you are ,>f your 
positive traits and how you would 
describe yourself to others 
1
~ - in a 
positive way. It's not as easy as it 
sounds. My first attempt came out 
like: 
SWL-27 years old. Good 
sense of humor. Looking 
for woman who can take a 
joke. 
(The "S" for single, is just co allow 
that I would normally not submit a 
personal ad if I were married. Which 
I am.) Still, it didn't sound all chat 
positive. 
I came across some tips in the 
A,ugust copy of Food & Wine maga-
zine (last year's Christmas gift from 
yuppie friends in New Hampshire) 
when I was reading - their ratings of 
wines and beers. ' 
Did I consider myself to be a spicy-
white, dry and distinguished Gewurz-
I 
traminer? Or a bright, cutting, 
appetite-whetting Sauvignon Blanc? 
How about Chardohnay: consistently 
outstanding, long, lingering, and 
complex. Zinfandel's open, lush, 
fruity, and wonderfully-drinkable? 
Hmm. They all seemed just a bit Loo 
personal. Too intimate. 
I switched to beers. Category one 
was for the light-bodied, dry, crisp and 
simple. Category two was reserved for 
the light-to-medium with a Louch of 
sweetness. Medium-bodied, dry, and 
fairly complex described category 
three. Things got a bit more frantic 
with the next category. It was 
described as medium-heavy, dry, winy, 
with some bitterness. Next came 
heavy, dry, and fairly bitter. The last 
Ciitegory was reserved for very heavy, 
thick, but toasty and fairly sweet. 
I decided that, for the moment, I 
would be a rolling rock. And came up 
with this: 
SWL - 27; good sense of 
humor. Dry, crisp and 
somewhat simple. Superb 
when the occasion calls for 
simple, light refreshment. 
Goes great with hot or spicy 
foods. 
. I 
Summer Carpentry Workshops 












July 9-20 (for men and women) - TIMBER FRAME 
August 6-17 (for women) - FRAME TO FINISH 
-- Have Fun and Learn I --
207-282-7126 




ood Lily Workshops, RR2, Box 976, Kennebunk-port, ME 04046 
RENJ, DANKO D.C., N.D. 
ropath & Wholiscic Chiropractor 
Adults & Children 
cute; Chronic & Wellness Care 
• 
Chiropractic 
Natural Health Centt!r 
475 Stevens Av<!. 
Portland, ME 04103 
I 
TUESDAY - SATURDAY: /11-10 
SUN-DAY: 10-8 
SUNDAY BRUHCH:10-3 1 • 13 JitAD.JitOAD 8QUAllE, VATEJlVIl.LE 873~900 
c. THE FIRSii(ISS 
Your kiss surprised me, made me lose my head 
Within the sweetness of your breath; it gave 
Me many hours of blissful dreams and fed 
My hope for future kisses. Now l save 
This memory to store with all the rest, 
The ones I've saved for, seven years without 
A thought that they'd come true, but now the best 
Of miracles occurred. There's little doubt 
You think of me as friend, while secret love 
ls what l think of you. When next we kiss 
Let's make it slow and long and sure so love 
Will taste upon our lips to make that kiss 
A lifetime. So much more I want to tell, 
So little do I think you know me well. 
Mary Ellen Beal 
\ 
\ 
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Because I Stopped Somewhere To Wait 
by Mary Ellen Beal 
Because I stopped to wait for you.I lost 
your friendship. I had searched from state to state, 
in towns and bars and cars, and that which most 
disturbs me is we fou nd each other late. 
We missed each other by a year, a day, 
a time, and what we had for moments filled 
my heart, and touched by could not fill yours. Gay 
our thoughts and feelings, and my mind-out-willed 
the truth which locked me out and locked her in. 
I wanted more; you could -not give me more. 
I stopped my life to wait and hope, and win, 
and lost ttie hope, and you, and all before, 
And even now I stop sometimes to wait, 
but you are never there and life grows late. 
Within My Reach 
by Mary Ellen Beal 
- ~---- "" -- t1 a:~ ll ·fl H 11 ,ca: fl 111t-s-u,n-s ----
The Off-Broadway Production 
It ,isn ' t easy, what I feel. If you 
were like the others I could walk away 
TOM WILSON WEINBERG 
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY 
JOHNS. CORKER 
"A SUPERB MUSICAL 
PLEASE DO YOURSELF 
A HUGE FAVOR and go 
see it. Filled with humor, 
wit and amazing insight 
into a lifestyle which is of-
ten observed with great 
bias. It 11 open your heart." 
Diana Fabbri, 
Provincetown Magazine 
MUSICAL DIRECTION BY 
LISA JOY BERNSTEIN 
" 'TEN': A GAY 
HURRAY! An upbeat 
celebration of the gay 
lifestyle which tweaks 
its stereotypes and ac-
knowledges its serious 
concerns. The clever 
and musically inven-
tive songs have some-
thing to say to people 




like I have done so many times, and you 
could say you used to know me. Now I say 
I love you, only how can this be love? 
I serve no other than myself, my want, 
my need, my lust far-reaching high above 
my troubled soul. I lost you once, I q m' t 
lose you again . You glide within my reach, 
and I, fast sworn to hatred, turn my love 
upon you as I first had done. With each 
new thought I wait as once I waited. Love 
can bring us closer, woman, I have yet 
to tas te and touch, let's start as we first met 
. ... .· l,: . ~ ... 
the plank i's rough and thick 
the nail i:iewly driven 
the sprinkler cools the fire 
of flesh and blood rising 
bruises immediate passionate 
punctures deep exact exacting 
gashes incidental jagged dirty 
deadly 
seg u e 
knives 
broken glass 
hatred painful putrid 
death stew casserole of killing 
s e g 1,1 e 
the hotel is full you can't find me 
seg u e 
my car is out of controi 
you can't stop me 
i can't stop it 
stop. the stopping 
stop 
s e g u .e 
the room is dark 
i car.'t stop you anymore 
i lock the door 
a door of glass 
broken 
broken glass again as I throw 
you the key 
i know you 
i know your knife knives 
stick stick 
clubs gangs drugs pain damnation 
and i know one more 
one more thing 
you can kill me 
you can kill me 
but never 
you can never make me dive 
dive into pools 
i will never dive into pools of 
my own blood 
-paul b. duff, july 
Satµrday, August 11, 1990 - 8 PM 
CITY THEATER 
Briarvvynde 
typesetting • printing • proofreading • design 
Handicapped 
Accessible 
205 MAIN STREET 
BIDDEFORD, MAINE 
Tickets are $12.50 In Advance/ $15.00 At the Door 
Available At The Following Locations 
New Leaf Books Carl's Place Videoport Ravens Limelight 
438 Maln Street 6 9 J\rsenal St. 15 1 Middle St . 137 Kennebec St 3 Spnng St 
Rockland Augusta Portland Portland Portland 
596-0040 623 -5 13 1 · 773- 1999 761 -4578 773 -33 15 
For More Information CaU 282-0849 or 622-3346 
City Theater 
205 Maln St 
Biddeford 
282-0849 
Come to Briarwynde and let us help you design 
your letterhead, envelopes and business cards 
We can help with all your printing needs! 
Atop Munjoy Hill • 101 Congress Street • Portland 
773-8251 • Fax: -774-0775 
~ 
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11 PARTICIPATING IN OUR OWN OPPRESSIOf\J 11 
But what Charlie Howard was not 
willing to do was to lie. He wouldn'.t 
· pretend to be who he was not. He 
wouldn't mask his soul nor his sexual 
truth. He wouldn't cow tow to the 
bigots and homophobes who claim 
divine immunity . to treat some people 
as non-human. 
"Somehow I wanted all 
gay men and lesbians, 
too, to blend in with 
general society, to be 
unnoticed, unobtrusive 
and most certainly 
unrecognized." 
"I can't participate in my own 
oppression" Charlie told me. I think a 
lot about that quality of Charlie. It 
gave him strength to be who he was 
while it caused his death. It makes me 
wonder how many of us, regardless of 
what our oppression may be, would 
ha•/e the courage and fortitude to do 
likewise. Would we, knowing the 
attitudes and feelings of others, 
willingly put ourselves in situations 
which could be harmful, dangerous, 
even fatal? 
Charlie Howard was such a person. 
He fumly believed that his being was 
not subject to the whim or folly of 
others. The sorts of prejudices and 
hates which dominate mainstream cul-
ture must not erode our self worth, our 
own right to be who we are -and what 
we are. 
In a world in which people push 
and demand uniformity, we whose 
sexual truth place us beyond the 
conventional are often seen, not as 
unique, caring individuals but as 
problems, as potential threats to the 
well-being and the status quo. 
Lesbians and gay men have not 
received much caring and attention 
throughout the years. We have a clear 
image of what the "American Way of 
Life" is. It is portrayed by mass media, 
as white, middle and decidedly 
heterosexual. In America, there are 
no people of color, no poor and most 
certainly no gay people. This lie of 
American social life was accepted and 
reinforced by books, movies, maga-
zines and television. The real social . 
framework of America has roots in 
diverse racial, ethnic, socio-economic, 
gender, and class identified groups, but 
who is accepted or excluded from the 
prevailing ideology - and why - is 
subject to the many variables. To us 
.came clear messages of what was right, 
what was good and what was accept-
able. And to us abo came the other 
message: dominate culture clearly 
declared that homosexuals were 
excluded. Charlie Howard taught me 
that message was erroneous. 
Society's notions about what is 
normal, what is acceptable and what is 
good is changing. Change happens 
because caring women and men are 
making overt demands. Civil rights for 
gays and lesbians in employment, 
housing and public accommodation are 
on th~ books in FEW places. Other 
change happens by the slow social 
process of assimilation and integration: 
values, ideas, social patterns, and styles 
once identified solely with gay men and 
lesbians have begun showing up in the 
dominant heterosexual culture. 
The gay subculture, like any other, 
filled with all of its artifacts, customs, 
interests, activities and aesthetics is 
gradually rendered acceptable and 
homogenized into the mainstream. 
This is a familiar pattern in a culture 
which has created gourmet soul food 
restaurants, "You've Come A Long 
Way Baby" cigarette ads and "Kiss Me, 
I'm Italian" bumper stickers. 
While people have accepted the 
notion of subc.uitures based on class, 
race, ethnicity, religion and even 
gender, there is still resounding 
resistance to accepting the noting of a 
group de6ned by the shared experience 
of an outlawed sexuality. 
Yet an ongoing community of 
people whose only bond is an 
appreciation that we don't all have to 
love alike in order to be loved not only 
exists, it is growing and claiming for 
itsellf its rightful place in the world. 
. Because all sexuality carries with it 
such negative connotations in our 
society, a culture based upon the 
experience of a particular sexuality may 
seem unthinkable. Even the most 
liberal of intellectuals and social 
philosophers thought of homosexuality 
as a private choice which had nothing 
to do with a social or political identity. 
Many of us who struggle for lesbian, 
gay and bisexual equality and affi rma-
tion understand that the connections 
between politics and self identity are 
deejply interwoven. 




"How ironic that 
Jpeople who so 
IPerately opposed 
bill and insisted on 
exempting religious 
organizations rro·m 
having to obey it 
found themselves 
11Jnable to overturn the 
bill because of the 
amend m.e n t they 
iinsisted on having." 
.. 1 .......................... . 
Charlie Howard taught me that 
session. 'Being gay is not enough, for 
until society acknowledges our place in 
the mainstream we will always be 
struggiing for acceptance. It is ironic 
that we must go, hat in hand, to 
society's door and beg for recognition 
from the very people who strive to 
oppress us. It is ironic, i( is sad but it 
is real. 
In recent years the gay and lesbian 
community has worked very hard at 
helping people better understand, 
F'RANK GRAHAM 207-633-3048 
appreciate and welcome the diversity 
of sexual expression. After seventeen 
years, the legislature in Massachusetts 
recently passed a human rights bill 
which provides securities for lesbians 
and gay men. The religious homo-
phobes who so stringently opposed the 
bill lnsisted that religious communities 
ought to be exempt from the new law. 
The amendment was approved and the 
bill passed. These same people then 
decided to take the issue to the voters 
as a general reformation (to ask the 
REMEMBERING, RAGING 
As we stand here today at the river -
The place where one of our brothers 
died, 
Our hearts are flooded with the 
memory of Chariie's life, 
Our minds are flooded with the 
memories of Charlie's awful death , 
Feelings of rage and p.:iin flood over 
. us. 
Yes, as we sL::nd here by the river, we 
remember, and we rage. 
The river carries · its own memories -
Yes the river remembers .that day six 
years ago. 
It is as if the pollution in the river 
today is a poignant remir.der of the 
rage of the river -
Its rage again the abuse and misuse of 
the river by hum an beings, 
The river knows homophobia, sexism, 
racism, ageism. 
The river know violence, terror and 
death. 
And we come to the river. 
We come with our grief, our rage, 
our stories, our pain. 
We come to toss the flowers into 
this polluted water. 
And as we toss, 
We rage against injustice, 
We rage against homophobia, 
We rage against violence, 
We rage against sexism. 
Pamela K. Richards 
As we toss the flower, we also cry out 
in the words of the ancient prophet. 
"Let justice roll down like the 
waters and righteousness like an 
everflowing stream!" 
As we ioss the flowers, we declare that 
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DECORATIVE BIRDS & DECOYS 
BOOTHBAY HOUSE- HILL 
BOOTHBAY HARBO' R, ME. 04538 P . O . BOX 667 
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We will stand proud and strong 
We will work for and demand our 
full rights as gay men and 
lesbian women. 
11yttv 0 "'°''""''" . 'l':.. ECORDS 
Lisa f\. 
(207 
4400 Market Street 
0 u H p A p l . H 
REMARKS FOR THE CHARLIE HOWARD DAY 
people of the Commonwealth if iL is 
okay for gays and lesbians to be 
protected in the areas of housing, 
employment and public accommoda-
tions). Jim Shannon, our ALLorney 
General, ruled the issue cannot go to 
the voters because the new law 
exempts the religious organizations and 
there is a law saying that no issue 
involving religion can go before Lhe 
people as a referendum. Jusl last 
Thursday, the Supreme Judicial Court 
of Massachusetts ruled in agreement 
AND RENEWAL 
No more will the pollution of our 
internalized homophobia bog us 
down in the mire of self-hatred, 
victimization, and dissempowered 
living. 
No more will the pollution of the 
injustices and homophobia which 
society rains on us daily keep us 
from standing true to who we are. 
No more will we allow the pollution of 
religious bigotry to label us as 
perverts and sinner-s. 
No more will we rerriain silenl when 
our lives, our dignity, our jobs and 
our families are threatened because 
we dare to be out. 
We will continue to throw the !lowers 
As the !lowers remind us 
that we are whole 
that we are strong 
that we are beautiful 
that we are worthy 
that we can have what we want. 
The flowers give us ·courage Lo be all 
thaL we can be. 
Charlie Howard, PRESENTE! * 
*Spanish word for wanting 1.0 invoke 
the spirit of another person io be 
present. 
Response written after I got home fro11: 
the Charlie Howard Commemoration, 
July 8, 1990. I have just moved M 
Maine three weeks ago and w.:zs ve,y 
moved by the worship servia: and 






Oakland, CA 94608 
with Shannon and there will be no 
general referendum around the gay 
rights bill for Massachusetts. How 
ironic that the people who so des-
perately opposed the bill and insisted 
on exempting religious org,rnizations 
from having to obey it found them-
selves unable to overturn the bill 
because of the amendment thr.y 
insi;;ted on having. 
H ere in Maine, people have been 
attempting for years to get a similar 
bill passed. So far only Wisconsin and 
Massachusetts have passed laws pro-
tecting lesbians and gays from dis-
crimination in the areas of housing, 
employment, and public accommoda-
tion. The fight continues, as it must 
because as Charlie Howard said, I 
can't part1c1pate in my own 
oppression. It is bad enough that 
o.thers are so blinded that they actually 
feel and believe that people who have 
the talent and skill and ability to reach 
out and love another of the same 
gender are dirty, perverted folks. It is 
worse when we, who define our sexual 
truth as being gay or lesbian or 
bisexual find ourselves buying into their 
homophobia - by refusing to allow 
ourselves to be who were are. 
Life is filled with diversity. There 
are hundreds of different species of 
birds, all singing their own song, all 
going about their world. There are 
millions of different species of bugs, 
each no less a part of the world than 
the other. And so it is with people 
also. We are not singular and uniform 
- all cut from the same fabric, all 
listening to the same teachings, all 
following the same goals. And isn't it 
a wonderful world because we are so 
different? I shudder to think how dull 
existence would be if everyone dressed 
alike, ate alike, worked alike, thought 
·alike, lived alike, worshipped alike, 
believed alike, and died alike. 
Some hundred plus years ago John 
Wesley, who among other things 
founded the Methodist faith, delivered 
a sermon he called "Catholic Spirit". 
In it he said he believed fellowship 
among people was the most important 
thing, not that peciple should all think 
alike, or do things alike. For to be 
united in fellowship we don't need to 
hold the same doctrines, practice the 
same rituals, agree on the same nature 
and essence of God or life. The only 
basis on which religious fellowship can 
be formed is with a common love. Is 
your heart like mine? Will you give 
me your hand? We all need and must 
reach out beyond our own tribe, grate-
ful to be in a. community that finds 
common ground despite and because , 
of the reality that diversity is an 
integral part of the life web in which 
we· all find ourselves. To touch 
common ground, my friends, is to 
extend the hand of fellowship based on 
love. · It is called irresistible grace and 
it allows us to celebrate our differences 
while rejoicing in knowing that the 
fabric of the human family is rooted in 
a love and a grace· which is irresistible, 
when we understand and appreciate 
that being different is not bad. 
"For each of us here 
today, there are ten 
people who are too 
afraid, too ashamed, 
too frightened, to 
anxious, too troubled, 
to hesitant to stand 
here with us." · 
When we venture beyond categor-
ical thinking and embrace our 
differences and see that my heart and 
my hand are no different than your 
heart and your hand and that our 
common ground is love and grace. 
Charlie Howard not only appreci-
ated the notion or irresistible grace, 
although he never used such termi-
nology that I know of, he lived it. 
Most of us here have struggled deeply 
and profoundly with our own under-
standing of who we are as individuals 
and what it means for us to know that 
· we are bisexual, gay·or lesbian. l often 
think, if only things had been different, · 
Charlie would well be here today 
wondering why in the world we are all 
here talking about him. 
If only someone who loved and 
nurtured us (like our family) had 
reache<i out to help, to say something, 
to say anything. If only they had made 
the plungt., we could have stood . 
proudly ear:ier. 
If only we could have trusted some-
one enough to have shared the burden 
.:md privnte guilt associated with being 
gay or lesbic1n. But we all remember 
every nasty anti-gay comments ever 
uttered by anyone which only rein-
forced cur m:sery and walled us off 
even more. 
If c.nly we could have seen or even 
known a real live homosexual, a role 
model to quietly assure us that being 
gay is, for us, normal. If only Anita 
Bryant had done her service of 
bringing homosexuality out of obscurity 
a·~d into every American home twenty 
Sun Effects Tanning & Toning 
782 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
(207) 782-2006 
i:f OPENING SATURDAY, JUNE 2nd i:f 
One Month Unlimited Tanning: 
Three Months Unlimited Tanning: 
$29.95 
$74.95 
years earlier, we might have had the 
boldness to scream for help. 
But for many of us those things 
didn't occur. What did happen was a 
long, slow, hard growing process, 
accented with moments of despair yet 
flavored with the reassurances that we 
too have a song to sing. That we too, 
have worth, that we too, can love. 
For each of us here today, there are 
ten people who are too afraid, too 
ashamed, too frightened, to anxious, 
too troubled, to hesitant to stand here 
with us. For each of us here today, 
there are ten people who know deep in 
their own hearts thaL they are gay or 
lesbian but who cannot dare to let 
anyone know, to reach out, to ask for 
help, to learn and affirm their sexual 
truth. 
We stand today to remember 
Charlie Howard and rightly so. We 
stand today collectively remembering 
our · rage and anger, our pain and 
despair over what happened to such a 
gentle, quiet man. But, my friends, we 
also stand for those who are still alive, 
but living in such a prison of fear and 
self hate that they cannot be here with 
us. 
We stand today to help people 
move beyond the teachings of their 
past which support, provoke and entice 
hatred towards us. Rage without 
praise rots within us; anger without 
compassion turns us into vengeful -:-
creatures. And so we must stand today 
and look with what St. Augustine called 
"our overlapping love" to those' who 
would rather hate us than honor us; 
who brand us perverts rather than 
bless our unique, wondrous gifts of 
love and grace. 
We stand today in community, 
touched by the loss of Charlie Howard, 
affirmed by the presence of many who 
share and celebrate with us the gifts 
we have to offer, and challenged by the 
reality that we are all pioneers ventur-
ing into foreign and often hostile lands, 
carving for ourselves, our children and 
all children a world in which irresist-
ible love will prevail. None of us can 
do it alone; we need on another ... to 
hold us when we fall, to celebrate with · 
us our joys, to comfort us with our 
losses, and to affirm our right to be 
part of the community. 
It is good to be together today, my 
friends. 
A LINE. .. 
Tim Moody Butch Burgess 
Gay owned and operated. 
- '1 44 High Street, Portland 773-554 7 
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Permanent Partners: 
Building Gay and Lesbian Relationships that Last 
Pemw11e111 Par111ers : Building Cllr llll(f 
-Leshia11 Re/(l(ionships 1ha1 Li1s1 
by Betty Berson. Ph .D. E.P. Dutto n. 2 Park 
Avenue. New York 100 16 $ 18.95 . ' 
Reveiwed by Tom Hagerty 
Once again. Bett y Berzon has affirmed 
her commitment to enri ching ~he li ves of 
lesbians and gay me n. Pem u111e111 Par1-
11ers. a handbook for coupl es. comes at a 
time when gay activists are try ing to refo-
cus the movement toward s community 
building. For Berzon. there's no better place 
to s tart than ·-in rhe home". • 
He r book is a somewhat sweeping. g iant 
essay on how peop le ge t along. and how 
two people in a re lati onship e ither foster or 
prevent its growth. Unlike othe r quee r 
Kvetch 
K, ·etcl, by T .R. Witomski with an introduc-
tion by John Preston. Ce lesti a l Arts. Box 
7327. Be rkeley. CA 94707. $7.95. 
Reveiwed by Tom Hagerty 
Witomski once wrote. "There is noth-
ing worse than a faggot witho ut a sense of 
irony," and there is a basic truth to this. In 
this book. a collection o f essays published 
between 1978 and 1988. prepare ro dis-
cover the ironic equi valent to amylnitrate. 
Altho ugh the day/Lesbia n -A lliance for 
Anti-Defamation will probably throw the 
larges t coll ective hi ssy fit s ince Stonewall. 
you mus/ read thi s book. The re is no mo re 
re lentless ly sarcastic. re lentlessly funn y'gay 
author being publi shed today. 
,, was a dark and srormr nigh/ .vlwnlr 
ajier 1!,e fall rif'Co11sta flli11 ople. and I was. 
as co fllinues to he mr hahi110 rh is ,·err dar . 
anwsing mrself' in a leather lwr H·here I 
chanced ro make 1,1 ·/wt 1,1 ·as considered hr a 
couples· g uides. it g ives some definite rules 
("The do 's and do n ' t' s o f constructive 
fi ghting'') and sets some definite standards . 
such as the ancient issue of non-monog-
amy. 
And you can depend on Be rzon. ~!_uthor 
o f Posilirelr Car. to be 2.a 1-affirmin2.. She 
al so uses h~r ov.;n ex-;;;mpl~s of co upl ~hood 
constructi ve ly. admitting her own weak -
nesses and ex pos ing what she believes he r 
inner iss ues . Thi s is a very refreshing (even 
if it does make her lover. Teresa. seem to be 
a sa int. ) 
However much it may seem to plod at 
times . this book is both " big" in scope. and 
metic ul ous. espec ia ll y when dealing wi th 
the interpersonal communication problems 
co uples can have . Pernw11e111 Par/111.'rs is a 
we lcome and validating book . 
11 ·el/-h11ng S I Ill! \\'i //, (// / (//11(/ ::ing Ir loll' f Q /{) 
hi.' a rng11elr t1111using remark aho111 w, 
erslll:: po/ice111011 wi//1 o hone 1hro11g!, 1his 
1/0Se . 
.. You sl,011/tl:" rhe .rn,d ( IO I(!". 36 011 
1!,e Sra11ftwd-Bine1 J said. "wri1e a hook .·· 
Though I 111igh1 ha, ·e w eferred 1ha1 rhe 
s/iid /,ore said . .. You should reaclr ro11r 
face.f<1r 111e ro sit upon.·· I irns prepww l 01 
1ha1 pnin1 ro an-epr anr s11gges1io11s .fi·11111 
such a specimen. Cod alone kno;n wl,01 
llirns some people 011 . 
And so it begins. From "Bloomingdale 's 
Is a State of Mind" and "How To C rui se the 
Met" to "How to Seduce a Heterosex ual " 
and ·· 10 I Things To Do with a S tra ig ht 
Man." thi s book is nothing but sick. tw isted. 
and upsetting . and a lso insulting to every-
one. Once again . you m11srread it. This man 
is to bitch what Je ff S tryke r is to porn. I 
hope Kn'rcl, begi ns a long and successfu l 
series of books by Wi tomski- he is so good 
it's probably un safe. 
P.O. Box 8113, Portland, Maine 04401 
and 
Dignity/llani,,ur, P.O. Box 2157, Bangor, Maine 04401 
An o rgani za tion o r Gay and Lesbian Catholics 
lo Portla nd 
Every Sunday, 5:30 p.m. 
First Parish Church 
425 Congress Stree t 
Portland, Me 
Entrance in Rear 
In Bangor 
2nd and 4t h Sunday, 6:00 p .111. 
Chape l, Ruth Hutchins Cen ter 
13angor Theologica l Seminary 
300 Union Street 
13angor. ME 
To reinforce our self-acceptance and sense of Dignity as People of God. 
HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TESTING 
Voluntary -- Anonymous -- Low Cost 
The AIDS Project offers trained counselors to answer your questions 
and address your concerns about possible infection with the Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) . To schedule a counseling session call: 
775-1267 (Portland) or1-soo-as1-AIDS (2437) daily between 9-12; 1-5, 
Monday & Wednesday 6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1 . Note: Counseling 
and testing is by appointment only. 
p A p I H 
l Positive Companion!! 
by Paul B. Duff 
E_psitive is definitely one of the best 
AIDS documentarys I've seen. It does not 
always follow a coherent course as it 
documents New York City's gay 
community's response to AIDS, but it is 
fairly thorough and engaging. It sbdws 
the gay community to be a dynamic force 
for cbang~. It gives one a picture of 
strength and hope -- gay activists , artists, 
journalists, doctors, etc. are shown to be 
grappling with the epidemic and its 
fallout in a multitude of productive and 
inspiring ways. Best of all, the folks in 
the film are all living with AIDS. 
Positive will be shown at 9 pm July 31 -
August .2 at Railroad Square Cinema in 
Waterville (13 Railroad Square 873-6526) 
following the 7 pm showings of 
Longtime Companion on the san1e dates. 
This is a great pairing. Though 
Longtime Companion is a well-done film 
and worth seeing, it is a deathwatch. 
Positive on the other band is upbeat --
showing bow a community can deal with 
an epidemic with love, laughter, 
eroticism and creativity. A must see. 
Choose from our 
huge selection of NEARLY NEW 
children's clothing, accessories & toys. 
E~eryday E· r,~:~ Reg~lar 
Discounts . • l.. Retail 
Up to. • • t Prices 
TENTH YEAR FESTIVAL 
CELEBJfA.,.7101\~ 
A.ug. 31 · Sepl 3.1990 
Echc· Lark Camp 
P~elle, Pa 
Asian Amencan Dante Theater 
Deidre McCalla 
Carole Anne Burns 
Fa~h Nolan 






with Sherry Shute 
Judith Sloan 
Nancy Hill 
Aetumba Con Pie 
Sue Fink1 
Teresa Trull The Washington Sisters 
F9malo ~err::uss1on E~S'llTlble with Melame Monsur 
Pattf La.ki,, 
MC's: SAPPHIRE • Sue Fink! • The Washington Sisters 
Yaniyah Pearson 
Celebrar....~ V l!I' Te.:Jlh .1--ear "'1th us! 
Tenting and C;abms. Concerts and Periormances. Videos. 
Crafts areas. Wol'l(shops. Acttvmes. Games. Swimming 
and mucn more ... 
For more mfo SASE to: NEWMA. P.O. Box 217. New Haven, CT 06513 
(617) 361-8126 
Hours: 2 220 Mall Plaza, S. Portland Mon. _ Sat. oi 
(By Ames & Bookland) 9:30 - 8:30 : 





Full moon gathering in Surry_ Potluck 
begins at 6 p_m_ followed by fire/ 
energy healing circle_ Camping space, 
waterfront access. For womn only and 
chemical free. For directions send 
SASE to chris of coventree, troy 04987. 
August 5 
WOMLAND Workday on Albion land 
and monthly meeting. Workday from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., the meeting. Come 
help us finish the hexhouse. All womn 
welcome. For directions/more infor-
mation send SASE to P.O. Box 55, 
Troy 04987 or call 445-2863/924-
5172. 
(\ugust 15 
Carnival Week August 15-22. I 99Q 
sponsored by the Provincetown Business 
Guild will fill your days and .nights with 
entertainment. dances. parties. competi-
tions and more. Our Grand Parade of Floats 
kicks offthefestivitieson Wednesday night 
followed by the Masquerade Ball at Town 
Hall on Thursday night. a sing-a-long plus 
a Bay cruise on Friday. Las Vegas Night on 
Saturday. and our Grand Finale at the 
Boarslip on the 22nd. Join us and Cele-
brate' For details. ticket information. ·or 
reservations call Provincetown Reserva-
tions System. (508 ) 487-6400. 293 Gom-
mercial Street. Provincetown. MA 02657. 
0 l R-
August 17 
PRIME TIMERS Third Anniversary 
Party. PRIME TIMERS, an organiza-
tion for older gay males, will hold their 
Third Anniversary Party - Dinner 
Dance on Friday, August 17, at the 
Claddagh Restaurant, 113 Dartmouth 
Street, Boston. Cocktails at 5 p.m., 
buffet dinner at 6 p.m. $12. Visitors 
welcome. For further information, 
write D: Bourbeau, 604 Tremont 
Street, Boston, MA 02118-1605 or 
call 262-8685. 
August 18 
Lambda Future Dance, Pat's Peak, 
August 18, 1990. Women only. No 
. alcohol may be brought; all drinks 
must be purchased at the bar. You , 
must by 18 years of age to be 
admitted. ID's will be checked. 
' . 
August 26 · 
It's time for Lesbian tr.tdeswomen to 
meet and network. Networking is so 
important and truly needed. Lesbian 
tradeswomen 1st Annual Cookout. 
August 26. Afternoon of fun and 
games, food and fun. Meet your 
sisters. Basics provided. BYOB. 
Bring a cooler and a sober driver. For 
more info call/write: Barbara, PO 
Box 8545, Portland, ME 04104 or 797-
4801. 
·p· I p I B 
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August 31-September 3 
North East Women's Musical Retreat, 
Labor Day Weekend, August 31-
September 3. Echo Lark Camp, 
Poyntelle, PA ( northeastern part of 
state). Tenting and Cabins. Concerts 
and Performances, Videos, Crafts 
areas, Workshops, Activities, Games, 
Swimming, and much more. Celebrate 
our Tenth year with us! For more 
information, SASE to: NEWMR, P.O. 
Box 217, New Haven, CT 06513. 
September 9 
Provincetown Harbor Swim for Life 
AIDS Benefit. The Third Annuat 
Provincetown Harbor Swim fot Life 
AIDS Benefit is scheduled for Sunday, 
September 9, at the Boatslip, 161 
Commercial Street, Provincetown. 
Swimmers, boaters with row or motor 
boats, and volunteers are being 
recruited for the event. For further 
information, pledge sheets, and 
registration forms, please call or write: 
Provincetown Harbor Swim for Life, 
P.O. Box 819, Provincetown, MA 
,02657 (508) 477-3684. 
September 14, 15 
· The Song of Creation or (What They 
Know They Can Use) will be 
performed by Larraine Brown, Barbara 
Maria and Karin Spitfire of DOVE-
TAIL Performing Art Works at the 
Community Center on Church Street 
in Belfast, Friday, September 14 and 
Saturday, September 15, 8:00 p.m. 
Admission $5. Dovetail Performing 
Art Works is a theatre company 
combining _eloquent writing, eclectic 
choreography, and experimental 
theatre creating original, vibrant 
performances. This new piece is a 
Play /Celebration representing the 
illusion of separation, the split between 
spirit ·and matter, soul and personality, 
mind and body, and the integration of 
these through the opening of the 
heart. 
September 22, 23 
Maine Premiere of "Dr. Antonioni's 
Imaginary Disease," a one-man satire 
_on modern m~dicine, will be presented 
on September 22 and 23 at the 
Performing Arts Center in Port-land. 
The play, which will benefit the AIDS 
Project, is being sponsored by the 
medical staff of the Osteopathic 
Hospital of Maine (OHM) in Portland, 
with support from the Maine osteo-
pathic Association and the University 
of New England College of Osteo-
pathic Medicine (UNECOM). 
106 PINE STREET 
The play will be performed at 8:00 
p.m. on Saturday, September 22, and 
2:00 p.m. on Sunday, September 23. 
Tickets will be on sale August 20 at the 
PP AC box office, the marketing 
department at the Osteop.athic 
Hospital, and UNECOM's Office of 
Students Affairs. Ticket price is $8.00; 
$5.00 for students with i.dentification. 
EMERGENCE l1'iTER!\ATl01\AI. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENTIS f\ , u PPORTI~G 
LESBI A!\ AN D GAY M F l\ 
Emerge!. a healing journal of EMERGENC E 
Internati onal, Christian Scientist!> supporting 
lesbian~ and gay men. Fur ~ubsc riplion~ and 
in for mation write P.O. Bux 581, Kcntfield , CA 
94914, or call (415 ) 485-1 88 :. 
I' 
~ · 
· Legal Counsel 
P .O.B. 331 Mt. .Ephrairn Road 




• --·- ·- -~ 
A NEW ROOMING HOUSE ON 
PORTLAND'S WEST END 
Rooms $275 - $325 
includes utilities 
775-1892 
• Also seeking Resident Manager • 
For more information, please call 
the Marketing Department at 
Osteopathic Hospital, 879-8035. 
· -tr 
Ruth Ann Schrage 
773-8102 
in the Old Port 
~ 
Custom Designed Business Cards • Logos • Flyers 




Reasonable Rates - Bartering Considered 
C.talogSl.50 l 
P.O. Box·365, Wm Rockport.Maine 04865 
207 -~94-0694 
Wlldcrafted and organically grown herbal remedies. Herbwalks, 
slldeshows, workshops and Flower Esaence Considtatlona. , 
13 
14 - MISCELLANEOUS 
Lesbian Survivor's Sh:tdng. A ten-
week co-facilitated support and counsel 
group for Lesbian surv;vors of child-
hood_ sexual abuse/incest who are 
interested in learning, healing and 
gfowing in a safe, confidential, 
collective ·atmosphere. During group 
participation various exercises and 
activities will be used while exploring 
our experiences as survivors. Topics 
covered will include: developing trust 
and support networks, confronting 
homophobic myths, identifying and 
improving our boundaries, dissolving 
secrecy "in" or "out", enriching intimacy 
and our personal relationships, and 
identifying our strengths as survivors, 
as lesbians, and as community. 
Suggested fee per session is $35, 
however a sliding scale fee is available 
upon request. Group meeting:; will be 
held ir. Portland during evening hours 
at Womenspace Counseling Center. 
For more information or registration 
call Vivian Wadas, MA, at 871-0377. 
L--iSBIAN SUPPORT GROUP NOW 
STARTING. Are you lesbian. over 40. 
positive in outlook. living in the Portland/ 
Brunswick area. and looking for a support 
group? Let us hear from you. All replies 
answered. Write to Advertiser# 211. C/0 
OUR PAPER, P.O. Box 10744. Portland, 
Maine 04104. (C20P07). 
ORAL HISTORY! Anti-gay violence report documents 
how homophobia hurts. George Bush signs the Hate 
Crimes Stats Act protecting gays and lesbians. Audio 
cassettes. pix available. Send $2.00 for catalog (ap-
plied to order) to John Zeh, 1455 Chapin St. NW. 
Washington, DC 20009-4510. (C14PXX). 
STATUES depicting gay males by sculptorWaynes Art. 
Excellent Condition - sell reasonably. If interested, 
write Boxholder, P.O. Box 1686, Scarborough Maine 
0407 4-1686. Please include phone number and times 
io call . (C14P08). 
PEANUT BUTTER CHEESECAKE RECIPE Send $2.00 
and SASE to P.O. Box 4284, Portland, Maine 04104. 
(E14P09). 
Women's Music Fans Olivia Records Rep needs 
hostesses for home party presentations. Concert video, 
catalogs, cruise drawing, chance to earn free tapes/ 
albums. etc. Call Lisa at (207) 782-8539. (C14P08) . 
HELP ADOLESCENTS achieve responsive, fair school-
ing. New reports reveal ways gay and lesbian teens can 
be treated better by peers and adults at school. Send 
$5.00 to John Zeh, 1455 Chapin St. NW, Washington, 
DC 20009-4510. (C14PXX). 
PECAN PRALINE CHEESECAKE RECIPE. Easy to make 
a pecan pie taste in a cheesecake. Send $2.00 and 
SASE to P.O. Bor 21.6-A, 439 Congress Street, Port-
land Maine 04101 (C14P09). 
Two Ver~· Prirnte Cabins sailing. canoe-
ing. heach incllllkd. Soutlrn es tern Maine 
Lake. S-l75/wk Juue through foliage sea-
son .. Call 6-l7-2610 from June 10th on . 
(C23P07l. 
Lesbian Codependency Group now 
accepting -new members. Contact: Lucy C. 
Chudzik, LSAC, lntown Counseling Center. 
477 Congress Street, Suite 410, Portland, 
ME 04101 . (207) 761-9096. (FCPX) . 
Gay/Lesbian Radio. Send $1 .00 & SASE for updated 
list of programs for and about us to John Zeh. 1455 
Chapin St. NW. Washington DC20009-4510. (C14PXX). 
15- APARTMENT TO SHARE 
Roommate Sought to share sunny 3 bedroom Port-
land Duplex with one. Hardwood floors. small yard . 
washer and dryer. $325/month and half utilities. I'm a 
liberal. independent woman with a demanding job. 
(207) 773-4596 and leave a message . (C15P08) . 
GWM looking for a roommate to share condo in 
Portland. $300 a month. Please write with phone 
number. Write to 180 High Street # 54. Portland. Maine 
04101. (C15P08) . 
Housemate, female, to share comfy country home 
25 Minutes to Portland. Large Room. Must be respon-
sible. professional female and-like pets. $235/mo plus 
utilities. W/D. (207) 642-4623. Try I (C15P08) . 
Housemate: Gay female to share home, $200/month 
plus utilities. (207) 442-7039, call days_ (C15P08) . 
GF seeks GF or GM to share two bedroom house in 
Portland. $325 a month, utilities included. Must like 
dogs. (207) 797-5822. (C15P08) . 
Apartment to share in Harpswell . Deck with ocean 
view. 45 minutes to Portland, 15 minutes to Beach, 20 
r1inutes to Freeport. L with 2 loving Labs looking for L 
to share furniture (except in your room). Apartment 
Sept. 1 to May 15; possible sunimer '91 . Must love 
dogs: sorry no more pets. $225/month and 1/2 utili-
ties. Laura. (207)725-1410. (C15P08) . 
TWO BEDROOM SANFORD Newly Rehabbed. Call 
(207) 636-1087 or 636-2334. (C16P08) . 
Creative, alternative woman with 2 
supportive, middle-schoolers has large room ~ 
for studio or female roommate. Will consider 
moving. Drug-free, mosdy vegetarian, seek 
gay of straight, ASL, $250/mo. 774-4679 
(CP9) 
Roommate(s), -commutable to Portland • 
Lewiston/Auburn. House on Crescent 
Lake, $250/mo. + share utilities. Looking for 
stable, honest, mature persons. Call (207) 
665-6035 or (401) 331-9672 (CP9) 
Beautiful Emery St. 1BR apt., $425/mo 






P.O. Box 1437-5 Center St. 
Provincetown, MA 02657 
Cottage, Apartments 
_ Guest Roqms 
l:weemmy Basile 
· Carol Noyes 
14 · 
P., f· · R· ... i.. ~-: ~ . -· 
LF loo.ting for a LF or GM roommate to 
share :! BR apt. Very close to USM. 1st 
Floor, large sunny rooms. hardwood floors 
+ parking. $275/month + half of the utilities. 
Must be responsible, no drugs, and no 
smoken;. Call 874-4960. (CP10) 
16- J~PARTMENT FOR RENT 
For rent • 7 room apt. on first floor near 
Congress St. on Munjoy Hill. Terms are 
negotiable. Needs some work. Prefer non-
smoker. Call 773-7578 after 6 pm or on 
weekends. (CP9) ' 
lnfluenc:e your environment; be the first 
at 106 f>ine Street. Spacious sunny rooms 
availabl,e in a newly renovated Victorian 
house on Portland's West End. $275-
325/mo. Includes utilities , 775-1892. Also 
seeking Resident Manager. (FBCD) 
18- ,NANTED 
Needed Immediately Live-in 
housekeeper for male household. Long-
term pc,sition. Free room and board plus 
small sailary. Must like animals. Non-smoker. 
Submit letter of interest to PO Box 153, 
OOB, Maine 04064 (CP9) 
WANTED : Used cassettes. 45 's and CD 's - Any type of 
rock music. Cash paid for good quality music. Call 
- John or Fay at (207) 772.-1442. (C14P08) . 
19 - FLORISTS 
D.S. Lillie! Fancy Flowers, 46.8 Fore Street, Portland 
Maine (207) 772-3881 . (C19PXX) 
Avena Botanicals, P.O. Box 365, West Rockport, Maine 
04864. (207) 594-0694. Send $1 .50 for catalog . 
Wildcraft,ed and organically grown herbal remedies. 
Herbwalks, slide shows, workshops and Flower Es-
sence Coinsultations. Deb Soule. Herbalist. (C19PXX). 
20 - FEMALE PERSONALS 
GWF Looking for Same I am 56, honest, enjoy music, 
T.O ., dining at home as well as out. conversation , trips. 
Must be interested in fairs. I have a car and a camper. 
I live a quiet life and would like to share it with same. 
Friendship could develop into relationship. I live 16 
miles north of Auburn, Maine. Write to Advertiser # 
166, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 
04104. (C20P10). 
GWF. mid 30's. Honest, attractive, caring, and open. I 
enjoy all sports. I express femininity and like other 
women who do. I am interested in meeting a woman 
with the same qualities to build a meaningful friendship 
(could lead to more) . I enjoy sunsets, foliage walks, 
and the ocean . Let's share biking , canoeing, skiing, 
tenting or racket sports. Also laughing, dancing, spe-
cial moments. and conversation . If you 're into flings or 
games, kindly by-pass this personal. Write to Adver-
tiser# 2613, c/o Our Paper. P.O. Box 10744, Portland, 
Maine 04104. (C20P08) . 
Mon - Fri 9-5 
Eves. by appt. 
Liiith where are you? Fall is cumming and 
so am I, but I'd truly love you by my side for 
mountain ash and Qlack-berry picking . 
Hurry, hurry my heart is ticking. Hold my 
hand and walk the beach, Enjoy to 
moonlight and share and reach . You're hot, 
I know it; write and show it. Southern 
Maine, 37, blue collar, toned, educated, and 
a little more than a mouthful. Write! Write to 
Advertiser #282, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 
10744, Portland, ME 04104. 
GF couple, stable, mid-aged, looking for 
same for socialization, camping, ocean, 
outdoor activities, nature, also games, 
cards, etc. We are s~ial drinkers, but drug-
free, not into bars but do enjoy dances, 
greatly feel need to share friendships. Do 
you have this need also? Don't wait, write 
to Advertiser #399, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 
10744, Portland, ME 04104. (CP10) 
Stable GF Couple· Honeymoon Is over, 
need interaction with. other GF couples . 
Let's get together? Write to Advertiser 
#404, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, 
Portland, ME 04104. (CP10) 
Are you lonely too? GWF looking for friends or more. 
Not into games I like camping . danci ng . reading . If you 
are honest. sincere. believe in commitment. WRITE 1 
Write to Adverti ser # 284. c/o Our Paper. P.O. Box 
10744, Portland, Maine 04104 . (C20P08) . 
Looking for a Lusty Summer? Healthy. att racti ve. 
hard-working, fun-loving pseudo intellectual lesbian in 
her mid 30 's seeks similar for occasional rendezvous. 
I enjoy the arts. gardening. laughing . sex. swimming 
sans suit. backgammon. sex. philosophical discourse. 
tennis. frisbee. sex and good cuisine (as long as I don 't 
have to cook). Not into alcohol. cigarettes. stagnation. 
or mind games. Must be a good kisser or willing to 
learn . I live in the Mid-Coast area but will travel fo r the 
right woman. P 0. Box 1008, Belfast. Maine 04915. 
(C20P08) . , -
GWF. 42. enjoys dancing. dining out. Loves life and 
having a good time. Looking fora feminine woman who 
doesn't play head games Write to Adv!l'ttiser # 285. c/ 
o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland. Maine 04104. 
(C20P08) . 
Lesbian Tradeswomen 1st Annual Cook-~ut. After-
noon of fun and games. food and fun . Meet your 
sisters. Basics provided. BYOB. August 26. Bring a 
cooler and a sober driver. For more info call/write: 
Barbara. P.O. Box 8545. Portland Maine 04104 or 
(207) 797-4801 . (C20P08) . 
Lesbian looking for funding or financial aid to part-
icipate in Lesbian Survivor's Sharing ten week pro-
gram. Please respond to Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744. 
Portland, Maine 04104, Attn: DJM 
21 - MALE PERSONALS 
Spartan Society - New Group forming. Tired of being 
labeled gay when you are a proud homosexual male? 
Then join the Spartans. We are a social. but pol itically 
aware group. Open to all ages. single or joined. Write 
· P.O. Box 153, Old Orchard Beach. Maine 04064-0153 
for details. (C21 P08). 
FREE REMDATE LISTING. Hot Steamy 
Love Now and Forever. Call Ron (207) 
439-4680. (C26P10) 
continued on page 15 
II 
Carl~ Place 
Hair Styles for 
Women and Men 
,c:::» .. -.-=,-.=:t ,;;:.,, -> ~ 
llloberta A. Cu111ell ~ 
. Mary Ellen Bui ~.,_ 
c:, 
69 Arsenal St 
Augusta, ME 04330 
(207) 623-5131 Carl Duplissis 
Owner/Stylist 
continued from page 14 
21 - MALE PERSONALS 
Heavy, healthy, GWM, 42, 6'2", 300+ lbs. 
mustache. You - healthy, thin to muscular, 
20-36, cln shvn, working . Seeking 1 on 1 
affair, no heavy drinking or drugs. All replies 
answered with photo and letter of yourself . 
Thank you . Write to Advertiser #405 , c/o 
Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland, ME 
04104. (CP10) 
GWM, 46, easy going, good sense of 
humor , honest , sensitive. secure, 
distinguished looking. Seeking new friends 
for long walks , conversation, dining , 
dancing . Write and let's talk. Write to 
Advertiser #406 , c/o Our Paper, PO Box 
10744, Portland, ME 04104. (CP9) 
GWM , 5'6" 150 lbs. Energetic. sensit ive. humorous. 
home loving . I am straight appearing and acting by 
nature and also ve ry secure in my sexuality. Not 
closeted . Originally a city boy but love cou ntry living . 
Seeks serious relat ionship wi th similar person . Please. 
no drugs. smokers. or fats - prefer slender. Please 
wri te P.O. Box 1008. Belfast. Maine 04915-1008. 
(C21 P08). 
GM 47 seeks intelligent companion . for conversation . 
whimsical or we ighty. dining. out and in . cultural 
events. travel. Honesty. tenderness. sensitivi ty. wit 
important. A mix o\ playful seriousness and serious 
playfulness seems to wo rk. Write to Ad verti ser# 281 . 
c/o Our Paper. P.O. Box 10744. Portland . Maine 04104. 
(C21 P08). 
DADDY 'S BOY WANTED! GWM Leatherman Late 40"s 
seeks Young 20+ trim Masculine Oaddy"s boy for 
di'scip line. Love. AffeCJion & Safe Sex. No Heavy Drugs 
Weekend Get Togethers OK. Roger. P 0. Box 1169. 
Sanio_rd Maine 04073. (C21 P09). 
$100 REWt.RDI For 03.tir,g Service : 
Salesman who is UNINHIBITED and has 
the Ball*Bearings to do the job!! Call Ron 
(207) 439-4680 and ieave message stating 
why you called. (CP9) 
ANTI-AGING FORMULA: From famous 
Romanian Clinic . Doctors worldwide 
proclaim its effectiveness! For further info. 
call Ron (207) 439-4680. Limited supply 
from U.S. Company. (CP9) 
Bostonian moving to Portland_ Prof. 
GWM, 33, Maine nativ.e. Handsome, cln-
shvn , 5'1 o· , 165, Br/Br, fit sincere, 
romantic , relationship-oriented . Seek an 
easy-going, well-built, prof GWM, 28-39, 
non-smoker. Enjoy workouts , travel, music, 
biking , skiing, quiet times, sharing. Write to 
Advertiser #402 , c/o Our Paper, PO Box 
10744, Portland, ME 04104. (CP10) 
SUBMISSIVE GWM, 30s, seeks dominant 
male for light BO, SM, discipline, Safe Sex. 
WAITING TO PLEASE. Write to Advertiser 
#400, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, 
Portland, ME 04104. (CP10) 
23 -BUSINESS SERVICES 
Tarot Card Reading by Elaine. Bring in th is ad and 
receive $5.00 off any reading . Bring five friends and 
- receive an additional $5 .00 off. Advises wisely on all 
problems of life. Group discounts. Let the STARS 
guide you through . 34 Center Street. Auburn. Maine 
(207) 783-2723. 
Bone UP on news stories covered by vete ran re.porter 
John Zeh . Audio cassettes of important news/cultural 
events raise consciousness whi le commuting. doing 
chores. or relaxing . Hear Barney Frank. Simon Nkoli . , 
Louis Sheldon. William Dannemeyer et al. For catalog . 
send $2 .00 (applied to first order) to John Zeh. 1455 
Chapin St. NW. Washington . DC 20009-4510. 
Maine Home Search Inc .. Gloria S. Krellman . Buying? 
Selling? Dreaming? Person to Person Real Estate 
Visits to Your Home Anywhere in Maine to Discuss 
your Real Estate Needs. (207) 442-7061 
24 - PROFESSIONAL 
Victoria Zavasnik, Ph.D. Licensed Sub-
stance Abuse Counselor. Back Cove Coun-
seling Center, 527 Ocean Avenue, Port-
land, Maine 04103. (207) 775-6598. 
(C23PXX). 
Carls ' Place Hair Styles for Women and Men. 69 
Arsencl Street. Augusta Maine 04330-0000 (207) 
623-5131 Monday thru Friday 9-5 . Evenings by ap-
pointment. 
Dr . Karen Danko Holistic Chiropractor & Naturopath. 
Acute . Ch ronic and wellness care. Adult and Children . 
475 Stephens Street. Portland Maine 04103. (207) 
775-6598. 
Massage Therapist. Enrich your life through the bene- -
fits of massage. Nourish yourself by improving circu-
lation . detoxification and relaxing you r body/mind. 
Sliding scale. Call Pam Richards. C.M.T., (207) 883-
0315. Portland Area. 
"A Common BonQ'' (Gay and Lesbian [ex-] Jehovahs' 
Witnesses). P.O. Box 405. Ellwood City. PA 1611 7-
0405. (412) 758-0704. Mutual support group formed 
for gay and lesb ian Jehovah 's Witnesses who have 
been excommunicated because of th ei r sexuality. 
HIV Antibody Counseling and Testing. Volu ntary -
Anonymous - Low Cost. The AIDS Project offers 
trained counselors to answer your questions and 
add ress your concerns about possible infection with 
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). To schedule a 
counseling session call (207) 774-6877 dai ly from 
9:00 to Noon. and 1 :00 to 5 00 PM. Monday and 
Wednesday Evenings between 6:00-9:00 PM . Satur-
day 1000-100 PM . NOTE: Counseling & Testing is 
done by appointment only. 
Therapeutic Massage by Cheryl. American Massage 
Therapy Association certified. Increase relaxation and 
red uce stress. For appointment call (207) 782-8539. 
Health Insurance with a Difference. Self-employed or 
paying for you r own health insurance? Enjoy 100% 
coverage (after deductible) . $10 million lifetime limit, 
low group rates. many immediately useful money 
saving benefits. Don 't settle for inadequate coverage 
or heavy rate increases. Buy Smarti Call Joe Fazio 
(207) 773-1292. 
Judith Lippa MSW Licensed Clinical Social worker. for 
Counseling and Psychotherapy. Individuals, Couples. 
Families Groups. 142 High Street. Suite 423 , Portland , 
Maine 04101. (207) 773-1235. 
Bellville Counseling Associates of Maine announc-
ing groups with openings for Gay men dealing with co-
dependency. ACOA. sexual abuse and addiction is-
sues: Men and women dealing with sex and love 
addiction 'issues. 8 Stanwood Street. P.O. Box 186. 
Brunswick. Maine 04011-0186. (207) 729-8727. 
""" '" -~ P, (-~ R, 
Polarity Therapy. Willow Femmechild , R.N . Bodywork 
to balance life energies for healing and well-being. 
Portland. Maine (207) 874-2932. 
Paulette Massari , MSW ACSW Specializing in Adult 
Children of Alcoholics Issues. Training, Con5,.ultation , 
Employee Assistance. Office Hours by Appointment. 
Alcohol and Drug Prevention Services. 7 Red Coat 
Lane. Sanford Maine. (207) 490-1295. and the Kittery 
Business Center. Route 236, Kittery, Maine (207) 439-
5540. 
Karen J. Ludwig , M.DIVFeminist Pastoral Counseling 
and Therapy. 39 Baribeau Drive. Brunswick. Maine. 
(207) 725-5399 
Lisa S. Bussey , M.A. , C.E.D .lP.rofessional Counsel-
ing Individual and GrouP. Therapy, 232 St. John Street. 
Suite 220. Portland , Maine 04102. (207) 775-7927. 
Miles D. Friden Legal Counse l. P 0. Box 331, Mt. 
Ephraim Road . Searsport. Maine 04974. (207) 548-
. 6689. 
Robert Lightfoot, CPA. ·(207) 797-0466 
Frederick B. Woll , M.DIV ., S.T.IF.astoral Counsellor, 
477 Congress Street, Suite 1003, Portland , Maine 
0.4101. (207) 772-1307. 
Building a More Positive Gay Identity a support group 
for gay men , dealing with issues of coming out as an 
ongoing process, se lf-esteem, social pressures, rela-
tionships, and personal grow1h. Monday mornings 
10:30 to noon, Tuesday evenings 5:30-7:00 . To apply, 
call (207) 772-1307. 
The Feminist Health Care of Portsmouth provides 
counsel ing and information for individuals interested 
in HIV antibody testing . Services are provided on a 
walk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30 . or by appoint-
ment on Tuesday afternoons. Peer counselors are 
avai lable . Counseling and testing services are client-
sensitive and ANONYMOUS. $15 FEE . 559 Portsmouth 
Ave. , Greenland . New Hampsh ire (603) 436-7588. 
Lesbian Counseling Group - A weekly 
counseling group for women who wish to 
explore themselves more fully. Group will 
begin Tuesday, Sept. 11 at 5:30 pm, at 232 
St. John St. , Portland. Cost is $70/month. 
The group will be co-led by Lisa •Bussey, 
M.A., CEDT and Rachel Sager, M.A., 
RSAC. For more information, please call 
775-7927 and leave message. 
Confidentiality respected. (FBCPX) 
90 - CLUBS/BARS 
Sportsman's Athletic Club, 2 Bates Street, Lewiston, 
Maine 04240. 2nd Floor Balcony Bar and Dance Floor. 
(207) 784-2251 . 
Chip & Dales Pine Tree Square Mall, Main Street. 
Waterville, Maine (207) 873-5610. Open Weds. Thurs. 
and Sun. from 8-12. Fri and Sat 8-1 (Formally the 
Uptown Lounge). 
Papa Joe's 80 Water Street, Augusta. Maine. Tuesday-
Satu rday 7-1 (207) 623-4041 . 
93 - FOOD/RESTAURANTS 
Woodfords Cale 129 Spring Street, Portland Maine 
04101. (207) 772-1374. 
The Square Cafe Next to Railroad Square Cinema, and 
. behind Burger King . 13 Railroad Square, Waterville, 
Maine. Monday-Thursday 10-10,'Friday and Saturday 
10-11. 
Bread & Roses Bakery Inc. 28A Main Street, Ogunquit 
(down the driveway behind the candy shop) (207) 646-
4227. Specializing in quality baked goods, birthday 
cakes, fine pastries, Europena tortes, and fresh brewed 
coffee. Specialty breads baked daily. Open 7 AM in the 
summer daily, closed January & February. 
Cafe Always Open 6 nights a week. Hours: 5-Closing . 
Reservations -Accepted. 47 Middle Street, Portland, 
Maine (207) 774-9399. 
94 - HOTELS/INNS 
Brewster Inn of Dexter Maine 37 Zions Hill , Dexter · 
Maine 04930. (207) 924-3130. Bed and Breakfast. 
Gay Country Inn Charming 19 room Inn on 100 scenic 
mountain acres. Heated pool , hot tub, hiking/skiing 
trails, yummy breakfasts, peace and privacy. High-
lands Inn Box 118 OP, Bethleman NH, 03574 (603) 
869-3978. Grace and Judi , Innkeepers. 
,...-
Rose Acre P.O. Box 1437, 5 Center Street, Province-
town , MA02657. (508) 487-2347. Rentals of Cottages , 0 
Apartments and Guest Rooms. 
95 - BOOKSTORES 
Glad Day Bookshop Lesbian and Gay Literature, 673 ' 
Boylston Street, Boston. MA 02116. (617) 267-3010. 
Across from the Boston Public Library, 2nd Floor. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 9:30 AM - 11 :00 PM. Sundays: Noon 
-9 PM. ' . 
New Words a womans bookstore, 186 Hampshire St., 
Cambridge Ma 02139. (617) 876-5310. Open 10-6 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. 10-9Thurs-
day, and 12-6 on Sunday. Large selection of books, 
journals, cards, CD 's. Community bulletin boards 
newsletter available on request. Mail order services. All 
welcome to browse. 
96 - MOVIESNIDEOS 
Videoport Portland's Largest Selection of Videos. 151 
Middle Street, Lower Lobby, Portland , Maine 04101. 
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We are a group of therapists who specialize in individual therapy, 
.couples counselif1g,.c19dictions, co-dependency, ACOA and 
alcohol-related issues. 
' . 
You are a lesbian or a gay man who wants to work on emotional , 
sexual or relationship issues in a safe environment. 
Call us. We are here to help. Insurance 
reimbursable by most companies. 
For further information: (207) 729-8727 
8 Stanwood Street, P.O. Box 186. Drunswick. ME 04011-0186 (207 ) 729-8727 
I 
Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T. 
Couple Counseling 
Individual and Group Therapy 
(207) 77'5-7927 
232 St John Street. Suite 220. Portland. ME 04102 
Individual, Couple, Family, Group, Workshops 
Jacob Watson, M.A. 
Humanistic Psychotherapy 
Healing Loss & Transition 
41 Glenwood Avenue 








The Feminist Health Care of Portsmouth 
: provides counseling and information for indi-
viduals interested in HIV antibody testing. 
. Services are provided: 
• on a ~alk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30 
• by appointment Tuesday afternoons 
• Peer counselors available 
Our counseling and testing services are client-
sensitive and ANONYMOUS. $15 fee. 
(please pay in cash to preserve your anonymity) . 
559 Portsmouth Ave. 
Greenland, NH 
(603) 436-7588 
We also provide: 
• Well woman gynecological care 
• abortion services 
.Y 
Ju'dith Lippa. MSW 






• Fami llies 
• Groups 
Suite 423 
142 High Street 




I healih & family plannin~ 
resources for ,.x,omen ----
Quality, affordable and 
convenient woman-centered 
health care. 
• Open ev~nings 
• VISA and MasterCard 
(207) 874~1099 
500 FOREST AVENUE 
PORTLAND, ME04101 
.................... 
Bodywork to balance life energies 
for healing & we/1-bHing . 
Willow Femmechi/1d, R.N. 
Portland, Moine3 
(207) 814-2932 
FREDERICK B. Wou-. M. Div .. S.T.D. 
PASTORAL COUNSELLOR 
4 77 CONGRESS STREET 
SUITE 1003 
PORTLAND, MAINE 0440 I (Z07) 772-1307 
Vivian Wadas, MA 871-0377 







VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D. 
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
Back Cove Counsding C<! nt~r 
· 527 Ocean Awnuc 
Portland. Maine 04103 
INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER 
Treatment for: 
Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-dependency 
Individuals, Groups and Couples 
Lucy C. Chudzik 
207-761-9096 
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
477 Congress Street• Portland, ME 04101 
Wholistic Health Management Counseling 
Dudley J. Davis, M.S. 
Personal growth, change, and developmental 
counseling to: individuals, couples, and groups. 
Anxiety /Stress • Eating Disorders 
Weight Management • Body (Self) Image 
Substance Abuse . • Massage 
496 -Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
761-0058 
I Speclalb:lng In Adult Chlklren 











Sliding Fee Sca le 
Abuse Counselor 
OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 
Alcohol a: Drug 
Intervention Services 
7 Red Coot lone Sanford 
490-1295 
~i,1e,y Bu)me 11 Center Route 236, Ki ttery • sexually transmitted disease clinics for 
women & men. 100 Islington Street. Su ite 2, Portsmouth. NH 03801 439-5540 
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the <lay::. oi sweeLly sipping 
gulping swalJo":'ing 
semen are over 
0 
-and i too young lo have lasted 
the last of the wine ' 
i tasle latex swallow air gulp k-y 
rashes from spermicides 
guilt and precome mingle in our 
mouths 
- -am i man enough lo -love long 
in this modern age 
nights of cuddling are welcomed and 




and once more 
yes 
the hue of blue that belongs lo your 
gaze alone 
the soft fuzz on your slomach 
the scented hollows of your neck 
the warmed inflections of your voice 
lhe chest whose hugs meet me al least 
halfway 
-any one of these is enough 
i could love Lo hell and back 
i s_ubmerge myself in the comfort of us 
1 you me we 
i nibble on your· ear your toes 
and think these things 
i hold as tight as i can 
even knowing that a death grip 
"'is no insurance no guaranlee 
of stability no promise of 
change 
a decade from riow i will love you still 
sleep with you if we are children of 
good fortune 
but i may never know all that you 
are 
though the taste of yo ur 
sweat lingers in my mouth 
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October 14 October 20 
Fall Kennebunkport lOK Run and 
Brunch, to benefit People Living With 
AIDS in Maine through the Maine 
Health Foundation. The time is 10 . 
a.m. for runner registration and a full 
brunch will follow the race. Last April 
we raised $2500 in pledges with this 
event and the response was very 
enthusiastic by all who participated. 
Our goal this Fall is to double the 
participation. The first 50 enlranls will 
receive free T-shirts and there will be 
prizes for the first male and female 
finishers as well as the runner 
collecting the most pledges. 
Two St~ppili' ,.For AIDS ·Benelit Dance ; 
benefitling" :twb Bostori area AlDS , 
organi~t~ons , ~nd the, Maine Health 
Foundation. 
November 10 
Second Annual Sophisticated Ladies, 
hosted by Manheart Productions, lnc. 
$50 per person. All net proceeds will 
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!. SUBSCRIBE! i 
i I 
~ Twelve issues for twelve dollan. -~ I I i i You can receive Our Paper every month by mail. Our distribution ! I elves will whisk your copy off to you in a plain envelope. I 
i Subscribe ... and help keep Our Paper strong. !. 
~ I I Name W ! ~ I Address I 
I Town f 
I- ! 
~ Seate I Zip I 
I ,~ 
I Send $12 for 12 issues I I $20 for 24 issues i 
I $25 for 36 issues ~ 
. I To Our Paper I 
_ I P.O. Box 10744 _ I 
I . Portland, Maine 04104 ·:.:;p I 
il-. .................................................................................................................... J 
dignit9/fflaina 
PO Box 8113, Portland, Maine 04101 
- - Md -
Dignity/Bangor PO Box 2157, Bangor, Maine 04401 
An organization of Gay and Lesbian Catholics 
and their friends meets every Sunday at 5:30 pm 
- at the First Parish Church, 
425 Congress Street in Portland, Maine. 
To Reinforce our self-acceptance and sense of dignity 
as people of God 
17 
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-MAINE COMMUNITY NETWORK 
The AIDS Project 
22 Monument Square - 5th Floor 
Portland. Maine 04101-0000 
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA) 
YMCA 
87 Spring Street 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
Weekly open discussion with focus on Gay/Lesbian 
issues. 
AIDS Action of Central Maine 
P.O. Box 3113 
Lewiston Maine 04240-0000 
AIDS Hotline (207) 782-6113 
AIDS Line 
(207) 775-1267 or 
(800) 851-AIDS 
Daily: 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM 
M & W: 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Sat: 10:00 AM, to 1 :00 PM 
AIDS Support Group 
Provides education i the schools. businesses and the 
community as a whole. and offers support to people 
who are affected by AIDS. For more information con-
tact Nan Stone (207) 338-5559. 
Am Chofshi 
Am Chofshi (Hebrew for "A Free People") Maine's 
Jewish Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual chavurah. meets monthly 
to share Jewish holidays and to build community. For 
more information, call Faith (207) 871-7662 or Bob 
(207) 871-1014. 
Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition (AVAC) 
P.O Box 7977 
Lewiston , Maine 04240-7977 
(207) 795-4357 
Not-for-profit organization with the following goals: to 
provide community education about AIDS/HIV; to 
coordinate and support community-based services to 
people living with AIDS/HIV, their families and signifi-
cant others; to assess AIDS needs in our communities 
and present a unified front on AIDS needs issues; and 
to provide a forum for the exchange of support, profes-
sional skills and technical resources. We have been 
meeting regularly at the Tri-County Chapter of the Red 
Cross in Auburn since late 1988. and welcome all inter-
ested parties to attend our meetings. For more infor-
mation, please write or call. 
Bath Men's Group 
Meets weekly for fun, fellowship . and great food. For 
more information, call (207) 443-1211 . All Welcome. 
Bellas! Area AIDS Support Group 
for PWA's, friends, family and caregivers. Call (207) 
338-3736 (Family Planning Monday thru Thursday) or 
Alan (207) 548-2929 evenings or weekends. 
Colby College Bisexual/lesbian/Gay Community 
c/o Student Activities Office 
Colby College 
Waterville, Maine 04901-0000 
Informational phoneline second and fourth Wednes-
day of every month (207) 873-3536. For more informa-
tion contact Mark at (207) 877-9194 or Al (207) 872-
3000. The CCBLGC serves the members of the Colby 
and Waterville community as both a social and politi-
cal medium. Promoting community awareness and 
knowledge, the CCBLGC maintains safe and comfort-
able atmosphere for bisexuals, lesbians and gays. 
OELGO 
Unitarian Church 
126 Union Street 
Bangor. Maine 04401-0000 
(207) 942-6503 
Dignity/Maine 
P .. O. Box 8113 
Portland, Maine 04104-8113 
Organization of gay and lesbian Catholics and their 
friends. Organized to reinforce our self-acceptance 
and sense of dignity as people of God , to develop lead-
ership and to be an instrument through which gay and 
lesbian Catholics may be heard by the church and 
society. · 
Down East AIDli Network (DEAN) 
P.O. Box 779 
Blue Hill , Maine 04614-0000 
(207) 326-8580 
A community-based , grassroots organization. We 
provide community education and support services 
for those affected by AIDS. DEAN is a gay positive or-
ganization support group for HIV+. family, friends and 
those at risk every Tuesday. Call Tracey for more 
information. 
18 
Eastern Maine AIDS Network (EMAN) 
P 0. Box 2038 
Bangor. Maine 04401-2038 
(207) 990-EMAN 
Provides case management services to HIV infected 
people and their families in Penobscot. Piscataquis. 
Hancock. Washington and Aroostook counties. Sup-
port group meets every Thursday Evening in Bangor. 
In addition. EMAN staff are avai lable to provide educa-
tional presentations within the same five county area. 
Feminist Spiritual Community 
9 Deering Street 
P.O. Box 3771 
Portland. Maine 04104-3771 
(207) 773-2294. 
Free To Be 
Universalist Church Annex · 
Summer Street 
Augusta. Maine 
Gay AA weekly meetings. but all are welcome. 
Gay/Lesbian Contra Dancers 
69 Mountain View Avenue 
Bangor. Maine 04401-0000 
(207) 947-2329 





The Powers House 
88 Winslow Street 
Portland. Maine 04103-000 
(207) 87 4-6596 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 
c/o Williston West Church 
32 Thomas Street 
Portland. Maine 04102-0000 
Gay/Lesbian Community Network 
P.O. Box 212 
Bangor, Maine 04401-0000 
(207) 827-3107 
(207) 866-7958 
Harbor Masters Inc. 
PO Box 4044 
Portland. Maine 04101-4044 
Integrity 
St. Matthew's Church 
18 Union Street 
Hallowell. Maine 0434 7-0000 
(207) 623-3041 
(207) 845-2985 
Lesbian and Gay Episcopalians and their friends. It is a 
family within the church . a place to find close commu-
nity and support. It offers an opportunity to find growth. 
education and prayer. 
Lifestyles Alliance Club 
University of New England Campus 
Biddeford, Maine 
(207) 283-1171 (Barbara Hazard) 
An organization of gay, lesbian, bisexual and straight 
persons. Our organization began in the spring of 1989 
out of concern that there was no organization on 
campus that dealt with different sexual preferences. 
We presently have students from the various colleges 
including OT. PT, Medical Students, MSW, and under-
graduate students. Our primary goals include support 
and educating others about alternative lifestyles. All 
persons are welcome to attend or to call and find out 
more about our group. 
Lesbian/Gay Committee 
Maine Chapter National Assoc. of Social Workers 
P.O. Box 5112 - Station A 
Portland. Maine 04102-5112 
Maine Connection 
P.O. box 5145 - Station A 
Portland , Maine 04102-5245 
Monadnock Area Womyn 
P.O. Box 6245 
Keene, NH 03431-6345 
(603) 537-5757 
Mountain Valley Men (MVM) 
P.O. Box 36 
Conway, NH 03813-0036 
(207) 925-1034 (Paul) 
A social group for gay men from western Maine and 
eastern New Hampshire. We meet at each others 
homes for Pot Luck and plan activities as the members 
desire. Write or call for more information. 
Maine Bisexual People 's Network 
PO Box 1792 
Portland . Maine 04104-1792 
Call the Gay/Lesbian Alliance at (207) 87 4-6596 to 
leave a message. 
Our purpose is to affirm in ourselves and others the 
positi ve nature of bisexuality and to work toward 
great1er acceptance in the bisexual . gay. lesbian and 
straig1ht communities. 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
P.O. Box 232 
Hallowe ll. Maine 04347-0000 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services 
P.O. Box 57 
Brunswick. Maine 04011-0057 
(207) 725-4955 
Provides support services to PWA's those with HIV 
disease. and their family and friends. MASS also pro-
vides education services free of charge to the greater 
Bath/Brunswick community. MASS also has "buddies" 
available for PWA's and HIV+. 
The Maine Health Foundation 
P 0. Box 7329 DTS 
Portland. Maine 04112-7329 
A non-profit . tax-exempt organization that offers both 
direct and indirect financial support for people with 
AIDS (PWA's) in Maine. Our other concerns are the 
special health issues facing Maine's gay and lesbian 
communities. including gay youth . Please write for 
more information. 
New Brunswick Coalition of Human Rights Reforms 
P.O. Sox 1556 
Station A 
Fredericton. New Brunswick 
Canada 
E3B !iG2 
New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay 
and Lesbian Rights 
P.O. Box 756 
Coontoocook, NH 03329-0756 
(~03) 228-9009 
Northern Lambda Nord 
P.O. Box 990 
Caribou. Maine 04736-0990 
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline: (207) 498,2088 
Grea'ter Portland Chapter of the National Organiza-
tion iii Women 
c/o YWCA 
87 Spring Street 
Portland. Maine 04101-0000 
(207) 879-0877 (Perry Krasow) 
An action-oriented group Our primary goals are three-
fold : [1 J to foster Equal Rights for Women ; [2] to insure 
unrestricted choice around reproductive rights: [3] to 
support Lesbian and Gay rights. We have speakers and 
events for the public on the fourth Tuesday of every 
month. 
Our Paper 
9 Deering Street 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland, Maine 04104 
(207) 761-0733 
Our purpose is to serve as a voice for the lesbians and 
gay men in Maine. We are made up of a group of 
dedicated vo lunteers whowish to broaden the under-
stancling of our lifestyles and of each other. All new 
volunteers welcome. We meet weekly from 7:30-.9:00 
PM. Please join us. 
OUTl~IGHT 
P.O. Box 5028 Station A 
· Portland, Maine 04102-5028 
Portland Alliance of Gay and Lesbian Youth. Are you 
-gay and under 22 years of age? For more information, 
cal l Ingraham Volunteers. Dial information: (207) 774-
HELP (a 24 hour hotline) or if your 18 and under, you 
can also call Dial-KIDS: (207) 774-TALK. Call now for 
more information concerning support, special events 
and fun1 
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays .(PFLAG) 
P.O. Box 2080 - Great Island 




Th is support group attempts ·to help parents and 
relatives change atti tudes and create understanding so 
that our gay/lesbian family members can live with 
dignity and respect. 
. ' ' 
Portland Pride 
PO Box 681 
Scarborough. Maine 0407 4-0681 
Prime Timers of Boston 
c/o D. Bou rbeau 
604 Tremont Street 
Boston. Maine 02118-1605 
An organization for older gay males that meet monthly 
on the third Saturday of every month from 2 to 4 PM. 
See calendar section for changes in location and sched-
ule (if any) 
PWA Coalition of Maine 
377 Cumberland Avenue 
Portland. Maine 04101 -0000 
(207) 773-8500 
Seacoast Gay Men (SGM, Inc.) 
PO Box 1394 
Portsmouth . NH 03801-1394 
( 603) 898-1115 [Al] , 
(207) 439-6850 [Paul] 
A social group for gay men meeting weekly on Monday 
evenings at 7 PM (excepting Holidays). The first Monday 
of the month is a potluck supper. Remaining Monday·s 
are given to a wide variety of presentations. discus-
sions. films. etc. 
Lesbian and Gay Freedom Trail Band 
c/o YWCA - 7th Floor 
120 Clarendon Street 
Boston. Mass 
(617) 424-7025 [Kathy] 
(617) 267-6186 [Gary] 
(508) 264-9085 [Zoe] 
TRANSUPPORT 
PO Box 17622 
Portland. Maine 04101-0000 
Transupport is a non-profit. non-sexual. social and 
educational peer support group for Transsexuals. cross-
dressers. and their families and Jriends who desire a 
better understanding of gender-related issues. Meet-
ings are held bi-monthly on Sundays at 6:00 PM. Write 
for location and more information-:--
USM Women's Forum 
University of Southern Maine 
92 Bedford Street 
Portland. Maine 04103,0000 
Wilde-Stein Club 
Memorial Un ion 
University of Maine - Orono 
Orono. Maine 04469-0000 
Waldo County AIDS Education Committee 
P 0. Box 772 
Belfast. Maine 04915-0772 
(207) 338-5559 [Nan Stone] 
Provides education in schools. businesses. and com-
munity as a whole. Please call for more information. 
WOMLAND Trust Inc. 
PO Box 55 
Troy. Maine 04987-0055 
A non-profit organization whose purpose is to acquire 
land throughout the state to protect it for use by current 
and future generations of womn and children. Meet-
ings Second Sunday every month. Location varies 
•• -- see meetings section for meeting 
dates and times. 
ADVERTISE 
Business Card Size Display Ad 
for only $25.00 
(includes FREE listing in the 
classified Ads sec/ion) 
SUNDAYS 
Bates Cay Lesbian Straight 
Alliance for di scussion, support and 
planning every Sunday, 8 :30 pm in 
Hirasawa Lounge, Chase Hall, ·Bates 
College, Lewiston. 
Maine Lesbian Gay Political 
Alliance meet s the thi:.d Sunday of every 
month at All Soul's Church, 11 King 
Street , Augusta from 2 to 4 pm. 
Gays In Sobriety (AA) 6 :30 to 8 pm . 
Speakers meeting. Williston West Church, 
32 Thomas Street, Portland. 
Northern Lambda Nord mee,s the last 
Sunday of the month. Business meeting is 
at l pm followed by potluck. 
Dignit_y I Bangor (Lesbians/G a y 
Catholics and Friends) meet s the 
second and fourth Sundays at Chapen , Ruth 
Hutchins Center, Bangor Theological 
Seminary, 300 Union Street , Bangor. 
Doors open at 6 pm, worship at 6 :15 
followed by a business social. 
Transupport peer support group for · 
Transsexuals , cros~dressers , and their 
families and friends, who desire a better 
understanding of gender-related issues . . 
Meets bimonthly at 6:00 pm . Write to PO 
17622, Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
and meeting 
locations . 
Gay Lesbian Community 
Network meets the second Sunday of the 
month for a Lesbian Potluck Brunch from 1-
1 :30 am to 2 :30 pm at the Peace and 
fostice Center, 9 Central Street, Room 
302, Bangor. 
Dignity Maine (Gay Lesbian 
Catholics and their friends) meets every 
Sunday at First Parish Church, 425 
Congress St. , Portland. Doors open at 
5 :30 pm, worship at 6 :00, folloy;ed by 
social. Please use rear entrance. 
MONDAYS 
AIDS Support Group meet s weekly at 
6:30 rm. Call Alan at (207) 548-2929 for 
mon, infom1ation. 
Adult Children of Alcoh~llcs 
(ACOA) meets for open discussion with 
focus on Gay/Lesbian issues, 7 to 8:30 pm 
at YWCA, 87 Spring Street , Portland. 
Feminist Spiritual Community 
meets every Monday at 7 pm at Friends 
Meeting House, Forest Avenue, Portland. 
(207) 773-2294. 
Seacoast Gay Men meets Mondays at 7 
pm (except first Monday of month for pot-
1 uck party held elsewhere ). 
Unitarian/Universalist Church, 292 State 
Street, Portsmouth, NH. Call Al (603) 898-
1115 . 
PFLAG (Parents and Friends of 
Lesbians and Gays) meets the second 
Monday of each month at 7:30 pm at All 
Souls Church, Unitarian/Universalist, 11 
King Street, Augusta. Maine. For more 
information, please call (207) 623-2349. 
0 u H 
Building a More Positive Gay 
Identity, a support group for Gay men, 
dealing with issues of coming out as an 
ongoing proce ss, self-esteem , social 
pressures, relationships, and personal 
growth. Monday mornings , 10:30 to noon 
or Tuesday evenings from 5:30 to 7:00. To 
apply, phone (207)772-1307 . 
The Bridge at COLBY, Colby 
College , Waterville, Maine 04901. 
Cqnnecting Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual , and 
Straight communities . Meetings every 
other Monday night at 7 :30 pm in the 
Bridge Room . 24 Hour Information 
Phoneline (207) 873-3536. For more 
information write, or contact Mark at 
(207) 877-7089, or leave a message on the 
phoneline. 
Belfast Area AIDS Support Group 
for PW A's, friends, family . and caregivers. 
Call 38-736. (Family Planning Monday-
Thursday ). 
TUESDAYS 
OUR PAPER Office open to the publi c 
every Tuesday from 7 :30 pm - 9:00 Pm . 
New volunteers are always welcome. VIE 
NEED HELP! Stop by our office at 9 
Deering Street in Portland . Call (207) 
761-0733 
Lesbian ACOA (Adult Children of 
Alcoholics) Support Group meets 
weekly from 7 to 8:30 pm at the Unitarian 
Universalist Church, 2nd Floor Annex, 15 
Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine. Non-
smoking. All women welcome. 
Bowdoin College Gay 
Lesbian /Straight Alliance meets 
weekly at 7:30 pm, Chase-Barn Chamber, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
Lesbian and Gay Freedom Trail 
Band rrieets every week at 7:15 pm at the . 
YWCA, 7th floor, 120 Clarendon Street, 
Boston . Contact Kathy (617)424-7025, 
Gary (617) 267-6186, or Zoe (508) 264-
9085 for more information. 
College Lesbian Womyn's Rap 
Group meets weekly from 6:30 to 8 pm, 
92 Bedford Street , Portland (USM 
Campus) . Bisexuals welcome. Call (207) 
7804085 for more information. 
Down East AIDS Network support 
group in Ellsworth meets weekly at 7 pm. 
Led by clinical social worker Carole 
Pascal, the group is open to all people 
affected by AIDS . Call (207) 326-8580 for 
location . 
Parents and Friends of Lesbians 
and Gays meets fourth Tuesday of the 
month at 7 :30 pm , First Pa~ish Pilgr_im 
House, 9 Cleveland Street, Brunswick. Call 
(207) 725-4769 for information . 
Greater Portland NOW meets the 
fourth Tuesday of the month, YWCA, 87 
Spring Street, Portland at 7 :30 pm. 
Gays In Sobriety (AA) meets weekly 
from 6 to 9 pm, beginning meeting at 7 at 
First Parish UU Church, 425. Congress 
Street, Portland . 7 :30 to 9 1s 
speaker/discussion meetinE, . 
Families of Gays Support G:roup 
meets second Tuesday of each month at 
7 :30 pm. For more information . call 
Ingraham Volunteers at 774-HELP. 
p A p I 
Free To Be Gay Al-anon meets every 
Tuesday evening from 6:00 "to 7 :00 pm at 
the Universali st Church Annex on Summer 
Street in Augusta Maine. 
WEDNESDAYS 
Colby College Blsexuin 
/Lesbian/Gay Community meet . s 
weekly at 7:30 pm. Mary Low 
Coffeehouse, Colby College, Waterville. 
Lesbian I Gay ACOA meeting starting 
in Hallowell. Wednesday nights at 7:00 
pm, St. Matthew's Rectory, Union Street, 
Hallowell . 
Gay/L_esblan Community Net work 
meets at 7:30 pm the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
Wednesdays of the month at the Peace and 
Justice Center, 9 Central Street, Room 
203, Bangor. Please call (207) 827-3107 
for more information . 
Gays and Lesbians United pot! uck 
supper meets the last Wednesday of each 
month at the Sanford Unitarian Church on 
the comer of Lebanon Street (Route 202) 
and Main Street (Route 109) in Sanford, 
Maine. All are welcome. Call (207) 439-
5540 or (207) 490-1295 . 
College Gay Men's and Lesbian 
Womyn's Rap Group meets weekly at 
92 Bedford St. , Portland (USM campus) 
from 7 to 9 pm. Bisexuals welcome. Call 
(207) 780-4085 for more information. 
AIDS Support Group for family and 
friends of people with AIDS or HIV dis-
ease, sponsored by Merrymeeting AIDS 
Support Services (MASSJ meets weekly 
from 7 to 8:30 pm at Beacon House (comer 
of Beacon & Washington - North End) 
Bath. For more information call (207) 725-
4955. Group will be facilitated by Vicki 
Woods. 
Gay & Lesbian ACOA meets 
Wednesday nights at 7:00 pm at St. 
Matthew 's Rectory , Union Street, 
Hallowell. 
Alliance of Seacoa.s~ Gay and 
Lesbian Youth meets Thursday night 
from 7 :00 9 :00 pm at the 
Unitarian/Univ~rsalist Church of 
Portsmouth (South Church), State Street, 
P'o°i-tsmouth, in the basement. For Gays , 
Lesbian s, Bi sexu a ls , and those 
questioning their sexuality , ages 16-24. 
THURSDAYS 
Gays in Sobriety (AA) big book/step -
meeting weekly from 8 to 9 pm at Willis-
ton West Church , 32 Thomas Street, Port-
land. 
Down East AIDS Network holds a 
healing circle for all people affected by 
AIDS, on the second and fourth Thursdays, 
from 7 to 8:30 pm. For more information, 
call (207) 326-8580. 
Lesbian Gay Alcoholics 
Anonymous (AA) discussion group 
meets weekly at the Unitarian Church, 
Main Street, Bangor at 7:30 pm. 
Women's Support Group · for 
Women with AIDS, ARC, or who 
are HIV+ meets weekly at The AIDS 
Project from 10:30 to Noon at 22 
Monument Square. 5th Floor, Portland, 
Maine. For more information, or if you are . 
in need of day care, please call Diane or 
Toby at (207) 774-6877 . 
Ad~lt Children of Alcoh~llcs 
(ACOA) weekly step meeting with focus on 
Gay/ Lesbian issues. Meets from 5:30 to 7 
pm, 87 Spring Street, Portland. 
AIDS Support Group for people with 
AIDS or HIV disease sponsored by Merry-
meeting AIDS Support Services (MASS) 
meets weekly from 3:15 to 4:30 pm at 
CHANS, 50 Baribeau Drive, Brunswi~k. 
Maine. For more information c;all (2,07) 
725-4955 . Group will be facilitated . by , 
Steve Record ·and Jonathan Appleyard. 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual students 
and community members at the 
University of Maine at 
Farmington meet weekly for 
discussions and socializing. The group 
warmly welcomes new people. For infor-
mation call or write to Marla Stickle, UMP 
Center for Human Development, 7 South 
Street, Farmington, Maine 04938-0000 or 
call (207) 778-350, ext. 336. 
Eastern Maine AIDS Network 
(EMAN) meets every week in Bangor. 
Call (207) 990-EMAN or write to EMAN, 
PO Box 2038, Bangor, Maine 04401-
2038 . 
FRIDAYS 
Lesbians in Sobriety (AA) open 
meeting meets weekly from 7 to 8 p.m at 
the Williston West Church, 32 Thomas 
Street, Portland. 
Free to Be Group of AA meets weekly 
at 7:30 pm, Jewett Hall, UMA, Room 114. 
AJcobollcs Anonymous (AA) meets 
weekly from 8 to 9:30 pm. Gays together 
. in sobriety -- open discussion. Christ Epis-
copal Church, 80 Lafayette Road, 
Portsmouth, NH. 
OUTRIGHT Portland-Alliance of Lesbian 
. and Gay Youth (22 years old or younger) 
meets weekly at 7 :30 pm · at Preble Street 
Chapel, 331 Cumberland Ave., Portland. 
Lifestyles Alliance Club meets 
weekly at NOON on the UNE campus . 
Location can be obtained by calling (207) 
283-0171 and ask for Barbara Hazard. 
SATURDAYS 
Prime Timers of Boston a n 
organization for older gay males, meets 
the third Saturday of every month from 2 to 
4 pm at the Lindemann Health Center, 25 
Staniford Street, in downtown Boston . 
(See calendar section for changes in 
location, if any). 
The GAY 90s. A men's group for the 
Waldo County area meets one Saturday 
night a month for social gathering. For 
information contact Paul S. Doolan at 342-
5886 or write to RR 1, Box 560, Morrill, · 
ME 04952. 
Gay AA Meeting (speaker. discussion) 
every week from 8 to 9 pm at the Beacon 
Club (old Mitchell School B/D), :16 High 
Street, Bath, Maine 04530-0000. Call 
(207) 443-4288 for more informaticn. 
Second Saturdays a social and recrea-
tional organization for gay arid other sup-
portive men that offers a variety of activi-
ties such as dances , potlucks, outdoor ac -
tivities and programs of interest to men. A 
secure and comfortable place to meet new 










Bangor has· a new club for the 
Gay and Lesbian community 
Dancing, Munchies, Good Times. 
Wednesday-Sunday 7:00 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m. 
Miss Queen City 
Amateur Drag Queen Contest, 
Sunday, August 19 at 8:30 pm. 
$50 1st Prize Gift Certificate for 
the Bangor Mall. · 
Come with prepared song 
to lip sync. 
No cover charge for those in drag. 
947-1213 
193 Broad Street, Bangor, Me 04401 
Thank you for supporting 
OUR Advertisers. 
---------
Manchester. Civic Club 
~"' i. . Ii~""' 
Wednesday 
Draft Beer 25¢ a cup 
Domestic Beer $1.00 
Thur~day 
Happy Hour 8 P.M: - 10 P.M. 
$1.50 Well Drinks 




It' . . , .· •· . \ "f . $ LOO Tooters 
~ . ·· itx- : . · . · J "Fuzzy Pricks" -"Killer Koolaid" 
~\-- J . ; :~zt.::e~· ?~ Sunday • Monday • Tuesday 
· 75¢ Miller Beer 
Pine Square Maff\ 75¢ Well Drinks 
· _Waterville,,Maine • COMING EVENTS • 
Tel. 873-5610 
OPEN 8 pm - 1 am 
Open 7 Days A Week 
Augu st 18th 
Drag Race Fina le 
September 2nd 
Labor Day Bash 
Come join us at 
PAPA JOE'S 
207-623-4041 
The place for Texas Two Steppin' 
80 Water Street 
Augusta, Maine 
We have no strangers --
only friends you haven't m et. 
TUESDAY-SATURDAY: 7-1 
